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The development of a mechanized agricul:ture has made necessary the 
training of farmers in mechanical competencies relating to different 
farming operations. Farm mechanics instruction has been identified as 
constituting one of the important areas of vocational education in agri-
culture. Teachers who provide such instruction must possess certain 
mechanical competencies relating to farming. A great deal of research 
has been concerned with the methodology of farm mechanics instruction. 
There has been very little research reported which deals specifically 
with the identification of the mechanical competencies which are needed 
by vocational agriculture teachers. In this thesis an attempt has been 
made to ascertain the mechanical competencies needed by vocational agri-
culture teachers in Oklahoma. 
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Agriculture today is a highly mechanized industry. Much of the 
animal power and human labor formerly used on farms has been replaced 
with mechanically powered devices . Animal power is slower and less 
efficient than mechanical power for most farming operations. Even the 
famous cow pony is frequently being replaced by the jeep, pickup truck, 
and airplane, and as mechanical power takes over the job of harvesting 
cotton, one of the last large groups of farm laborers will be required 
to find employment elsewhere . Successful farm operators must learn to 
adapt themselves to a changing agriculture that is mechanized. 
The design of buildings and other structures especially suitable 
for use in different farming operations has received much attention 
from agricultural engineers in recent years . New buildi ngs for animals 
and poultry are planned to reduce the amount of labor required j live-
stock and poultry production, to increase feed utilization efficiency, 
and to maintain livestock and poultry in a healthy condition. Special 
buildings for use with crop dr-J1ng equipment are f ound on some farm.D . 
Farmers today are frequently utilizing buildings and structures that 
have reduced the risk formerly attached to many farming operations and 
that have increased the overall efficiency of the farming business. 
1 
2 
Electricity has made possible several modern farm conveniences . 
Running water is usually available for home use, for watering livestock 
and poultry, and for fire fighting. Refrigeration equipment has helped 
improve the quality of farm produce, dairy products, fruits, and vege-
tables. Modern farm homes are often well equipped with electrical 
appliances . Automatic electrical devices have taken much of the 
drudgery out of farming . 
Several kinds of mechanical structures have b en designed to aid 
in the management of soil and water resources . Terraces have helped 
reduce soil erosion and conserve moisture . Ditch and tile installations 
are used for drainage purposes . I rrigation farming has made necessary 
the use of mechanical structures for the control and distribution of 
water. Special machinery has been developed for use in treating land 
to reduce wind erosion. Without the application of mechanical principles 
in the management of soil and water the modern farm operator would be 
unable to maintain and increase the productivity of his farm. 
To service and maintain the mechanical devices and structures on 
the farm many farm operators have found that it is convenient to have a 
well equipped farm shop . Most farmers have found that it is desirable 
to have an assortment of hand tools . Many farm operators have a building 
that is used primarily as a farm shop . Some farm operators have shops 
that are equipped with welders and other power equipment. The modern 
farm operator frequently finds it is necessary to understand how to use 
tools to build , maintain, and repair many kinds of mechanical structures 
and devices on the farm. 
statement of the problem. Vocational agriculture teachers are 
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responsible for giving instruction in the competencies required or farm 
operators. Since farming operations are rapidly becaning mechanized, 
the competencies required of farm operators include mechanical skills, 
abilities, and understandings related to proficiency in farming. Educa-
tional programs in vocational agriculture, there.fore, must include the 
teaching of such competencies. To become qualified to provide this 
instruction in farm mechanics, vocational agriculture teachers must 
themselves have technical training in certain mechanical competencies. 
The question, therefore, is asked, •What are the mechanical competencies 
needed by vocational agriculture teachers?• The identification of 
mechanical competencies which vocational agriculture teachers must 
possess is the problem or this thesis. 
Definition. The term "mechanical competencies• is used in this 
thesis to refer to skills, abilities, and miderstandings that are re-
quired of farm operators in the use or farm power and machinery, farm 
buildings and conveniences, farm electrification, soil and water manage-
ment devices, and farm shop equipment. 
Purpose. The purpose is to ascertain what mechanical competencies 
should be included in the technical training of vocational agriculture 
teachers. 
Need for~ study. Those who are concerned with teacher education 
in agriculture have a responsibility to provide, in the education of vo-
cational agriculture teachers, training that will enable the primary aim 
of vocational education in agriculture to be realized. This aim, as set 
forth by the United States Office of Education in Vocational Division 
Monograph Number 21, "is to train present and prospective farmers .for 
4 
proficiency in farming.nl There is, therefore, a need for vocational 
agriculture teachers to acquire those competencies which are identified 
as contributing to proficiency in farming. 
There is widespread agreement among agricultural leaders that 
farm mechanics is one of the general areas in which farmers must acquire 
certain competencies to be proficient in farming. As stated by Julian A. 
McPhee, 
We must recognize that agriculture is becoming more complex with greater 
emphasis on science and mechanization. This means that we need to pro-
vide, in the curriculum and instructional program, training that will 
prepare for this type of agriculture.2 
Lloyd J. Phipps and Glen C. Cook observed that, 
••• the development of modern farm machinery and labor saving de-
vices ••• has created an increased need for training farmers and farm 
youth in the maintenance of home conveniences and farm equipment . 3 
Within the general area of farm mechanics there are five specific 
areas which are usually recognized as contributing to proficiency in 
farming . To become proficient in farming there are evidently competen-
cies within each of these five specific areas which farmers should ac-
quire. A committee composed of representatives of the Southern Associa-
tion of Agricultural Engineers and Vocational Agriculture Specialists 
has recommended that, 
1United States Office of Education, Educational Objectives in 
Vocational Agriculture (Vocational Division Monograph No. 21, 1940), p. 3. 
2Julian A. McPhee, "The Place of Agriculture in the Junior 
Colleges," Paper read before the Teacher Trainers Section, Agricultural 
Education Division, American Vocational Association Convention, San 
Francisco, California, December 4, 1954. 
3110yd J . Phipps and Glen C. Cook, Handbook f?!! TeachiM Vocational 
Agriculture (Danville, Illinois, 1952), pp. 30-31. 
5 
• •• the agricultural mechanization training in vocational agriculture 
be designed to meet the needs of students • • • and include farm shop . 
work • • • farm power and machinery ••• farm buildings and convenien-
ces ••• soil and -water management ••• and rural electrification.4 
Vocational agriculture teachers evidently need to be sufficiently 
competent within each of these five specific areas of farm mechanics 
t o develop the kind of instructional programs that will enable farmers 
to acquire the mechanical competencies which contribute to proficiency 
in farming . 
Certain research recently completed in one or more of the five 
specific areas of farm mechanics indicates that an understanding of 
mechanical competencies which contribute to proficiency in farming is 
becoming increasingly important. Elmer R. Sealover5 indicated that the 
importance of having a well equipped farm shop increases as mechaniza-
tion on the farm increases. A course in farm mechanics should, 
according t o Charles S. Finley, 6 include instruction in the establish-
ment of farm shops , in the use of tools commonly needed on farms, and in 
the preventive maintenance , adjustment , and repair of farm machinery. 
4G. E. Henderson et al ., "Engineering Phases of Teacher Training 
for Vocational Agriculture," Agricultural &iucation Magazine, XVII 
(1945), 124-125. 
5Elmer R. Sealover, "Needs as Related t o Experience of Members of 
Farm Mechanics Classes for Young and Adult Farmers at the Mechanicsburg 
High School," (unpub . Master ' s thesis , Pennsylvania State College , 
1953), as reported in Summaries of Studies in Agricultural Education, 
Vocational Division Bul. No. 253 (Washington, 1954), pp. 34-35. 
6charles s. Finley, ttRepair Jobs Performed on Farm Machinery, and 
Shop Tools and Equipment Used by Arizona F rmera," (unpub. Non-thesis 
study, University of Arizona, 1952) , as reported in Summariez of Studies 
in ~ricultural F.ducation, Vocational Division Bul. No. 253Washington, 
1954 , p. 19. 
6 
R •• Nalley7 suggested there is a need for more instructio in plumb-
ing, electricity, farm buildings , and repair and maintenance of farm 
machinery, and Raymond S. Birdwell8 indicated that farmers express d an 
interest in attending adult meetings on problems in farm electrification. 
In the technical training of vocational agriculture teachers 
should be included instruction that will enable them to acquire the 
mechanical competencies which they themselves need to enable them to 
organize and give instruction in those mechanical competencies which 
contribute to proficiency in farming . Lloyd J . Phipps and George P. 
Deyoe pointed out that, 
Since farmers expressed interest in all five areas o farm mechanics , 
a teacher might check to see that the important content of each of these 
areas is included in his instructional courses .9 
~ review of the available literature, however , shows that no research 
has been reported that identifies the mechanical skills , abilities, and 
llllderstandings in all of the five rocognized areas of farm mechanics 
which vocational agriculture teachers must possess . To asc rta.in what 
are the mechanical competencies which vocational agriculture teachers 
7R •• Nalley, 11An Analysis of the arm Shop Program in Supervisory 
District One, South Carolina., with Sug$estions for Improvement," (llllpub. 
Master ' s thesis , Clemson College , 1953}, as reported in Swmnaries g_ 
Ztudies in Agricultural Education, Vocational Division Bul. No . 256 
Washington, 1955), pp . 74-75 . 
8Raymond S. Birdwell , "A Study of the Use of Electricity by Farmers 
in the Sherman COlIDllllllity," (llllpub. Non-thesis study, Agr-icultural and 
1echanical College of Te s , 1953), as reported in Sipn§ries of Studies 
in. Af,icultural Education, Vocational Division Bul. No . 256 (Washington, 
1955 , p . 11. 
9Lloyd • Phipps and George P. Deyoe , "Determining Farm Mechanics 
Content~What Farmers Consider Important," (llllpub . Non-thesis study, 
University of Illinois, 1952), as reported in Summari es of Stuqies in 
Agri}ultural Education, Vocational Division Bul . No. 253( Washington, 
1954, p . 19. 
must possess to enable them to develop effective educational programs 
in farm mechanics is the primary concern of this thesis . 
7 
Scope . This study is concerned with the problem of ascertaining 
what mechanical competencies, in the areas 0£ farm power and machinery, 
farm buildings and conveniences, fa.rm electrification, soil and water 
management, and farm shop, are needed by teachers of vocational agri-
culture in Okla.lioma. 
Identification of the mechanical competencies which vocational 
agriculture teachers in Oklahoma must possess was based upon opinions 
expressed in individual interviews by forty selected vocational agri-
culture teachers, forty selected young farmers, and forty selected adult 
farmers . These interviewees, who were selected by recognized professional 
leaders in agricultural education and vocational agriculture, were 
residents of the state of Oklahoma. The mechanical competencies about 
which these interviewees were asked to express opinions regarding the 
degree of understanding needed by farmers do not, however, necessarily 
represent all of the mechanical competencies which may contribute to 
proficiency in farming in Oklahoma. The mechanical competencies about 
which these interviewees were asked to express opinions regarding the 
degree of understanding needed by farmers do not necessarily include 
those mechanical competencies which contribute the most to proficiency 
in farming in Oklahoma. 
Procedure . To resolve the thesis problem a study was conducted. 
This study involved the collecting and analyzing of data and the de-
velopment of certain findings and conclusions . The study procedure 
included the following steps: 







agricultural engineering and in agricultural education at the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Oklahoma were consulted 
to obtain information for use in the preparation of tenative 
interview schedules . 
'2 . 
' . Te 1ve interview schedules were prepared. 
Each of the five District Supervisors of Vocational Agricul-
ture in Oklahoma was asked to name nine vocational agriculture 
teachers that he considered, on the basis of his personal 
judgment and of available records reviewed by him, to have 
developed better than average total programs in vocational 
agriculture and better than average educational programs in 
farm mechanics. In the process of identifying these teachers 
each supervisor was asked to refer to the monthly and annual 
reports for 1952, 1953, and 1954, that were filed by the 
teachers in his supervisory district. 
Five of the selected teachers who attended the Oklahoma Future 
Farmer Convention, held at the Agricultural and Mechanical 
College of Oklahoma. during the sprin_g of 1955, were asked to 
assist with an evaluation of the tenli ive interview schedules . 
These five selected teachers were asked to respond, individually 
and as a group, for purposes of (1) identifying strengths and 
weaknesses of the instruments, (2) checking for the time re-
quired to respond, (3) studying the procedure for administering 
the intervie~ and (4) checking clarity and communication. 
~\' . 
The tenat!ve interview schedules were revised and the interview 
schedules shown in Appendix A were prepared for use in securing 
information for this thesis. 
Ea.ch of the remaining forty selected vocational agriculture 
teachers was asked to express opinions, in individual inter-
views conducted in accordance with the prepared interview 
schedules, regarding the degree of understanding needed by 
farmers in certain mechanical competencies . Each of these 
forty selected vocational agriculture teachers was also asked 
to name orie young farmer who was not more than thirty-four 
years old on January 1, 1955, and that he considered, on the 
basis of his personal judgment and available records reviewed 
by him, to have in operation a better than average farming 
program for his community and who derived at least eighty per-
cent of his family income from the sale of products grown on 
the farm operated by him. In addition, each of these forty 
selected vocational agriculture teachers was asked to name one 
adult farmer who was more than thirty-four years old on January 
1, 1955, and that he considered, on the basis of his personal 
judgment and of available recordu r viewed by him, to have in 
operation a better than average farming program for his 
community and who derived at least eighty percent of his family 
income from the sale of products grown on the farm operated by 
him. 
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7. Each of the forty selected young farmers and each of the forty 
selected adult farmers was asked, in individual interviews 
conducted in accordance with the prepared interview schedules, 
to express opinions regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by farmers in certain mechanical competencies. 
8 . A compilation and analysis of the information obtained in the 
individual interviews was made to ascertain the degree of 
understanding which the selected interviewees indicated is 
needed by farmers in each of the mechanical competencies 
considered. 
9. Mechanical competencies which, according to opinions expressed 
by the selected interviewees, contribute to proficiency in 
farming in Oklahoma and about which the interviewees indicated 
farmers need some degr ee of understanding were identified as 
being needed by teachers of vocational agriculture in Oklahoma. 
CHilPTEH II 
Data presented in clw.ptcr wc:r,:; obtained :in ind:i vid:ual 
Each of theoo selected interviewees opinions 
concerning the degree of m1der1.'3te.nding needed by farmers in certain 
:mechanical competencies. The opinions expressed by each i:rrtervieuee 
concerning each mechanical corrtpet-:mcy were a..'1a1yzed and tabulated on 
the following basisi 
1. An interviewee was con;ddered to be implying that a farm.er 
needs an oxtensivo and personal undorsta.nding; in a corrpeto:i:wy 
when t.he interviewee expressed the opinion that a farmer 
needs to have sufficient undersk.nding to be able him.i::elf 
to perform the functions :no:r:m.a.lly thought of as bei.i1g 
involved in the competency. 
2. An i11tcrvle1-rGo ,,re .. s conDiderod. to be i!:ipl;;rin,1.?:; t,h.at st :.fa1~21er 
n0edz to u;:1d0rstand only when and ho1.-J" t,o get help \,hen the 
intervieweG expressed the opinion th.::.t a f2.rmer ~JhoP1d know 
uhen to sook skilled or professional i:i,ssistance and should 
1' ..:nou ho1,r to obtain skilled or prc:'8r:isional a.ssistm1c0 but 
11hon, accordinc; t.o the expressed opinion t)i' "::.ho interviewee., 
the farmer does not need to be able himself to i:.erform. tho 
furwtions ::iorJ:ll'.Sllly ansociated ,!ith tho competency. 
3. .An intsrviewee wo.s considered to be implying that a farme:t 
needs little or no personal understanding in e. com;_DErtency 
1.1hen the interviewee sxpreszed the opinion ·that the performance 
of' a competency Hae of little or no V3'.lue in conclrn:::ting farr!l.ing 
01:2erir'tti ono .i 
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4. An interviewee was considered to have ma.de no comment regarding 
the degree of understanding needed by a fa.rm.er in a competency 
when th0 irr~erviaweo either declined to make a comment about 
the con:rpetency or when the interviewee indicated that ho did 
not personally know onough about thG competency to make a valid 
judgment regarding the degree of understanding in the competency 
needed by a farm.or. 
'l'he mechanical competencies about which the selected interviewees 
were asked to ex-press opinions were divlded into the following fiye 
groups: (1} farm power and :machinery oompet,e:ucios, (2) farm buildings 
and conveuieucos com.pot;encies, (.3) .i'a.r.u1 cle.:rtrification con.1pet.encies, 
(4) soil and wa·tor managorr.~mt. competoncies, o.nd ( 5) farm shop coHpeten-
cies. Ono section of this chapter is devoted ·!:;o a consideraticm of tha 
opinions expi·essed by the interviewees concerning each of these groups 
of competencies. 
Tables in this chapter are arranged to show the degree of under-
standing nGeded by farmers in each mechanical competency as indicated 
(1) by the expressed opinions o.f' the i'orty selected vocational agricul-
ture teachors; (2) by the expressed opinions of the fort,y select,ed young 
farmers; (3) by tho expressed opiniona of the forty selected adult farm-
ers; and (4) by the expressed opinions of all o.f the teachers, young 
farmers, and adult farmers combined. An analysis of each table is given 
and certain corr.il'Jl.ents which were made by the i:ntervie,,roes are noted. 
Farr.a. Power Er..nd Machinery Co11p1;i-tencies 
The size, type, and numbe1" of' power u.:.>1.i ts and raachines observed 
on the various farms indicated that the invest.roont,, per fu.rrn, in power 
and machinery 1-ro.s greator in Western Oklahoma than in Eastern Oklahoma.. 
The section o:f "the state i:n which the interviewees resided did not have 
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any noticeable influence on thG opinions expr-assed rGgarding th,3 degx·ee 
rnachinery competencios about which they were asked. 
SevEiral of tho you.ug farmers and so·,roral of' t.ho adult farmers 
intervie\md used horsos iz1 working with oatt,le. 
adult far:m.er, owned a team a..11d harnr-:Jas, and this man also owned one 
tractor. 
ons or more tracto:r·s in i\1,rmi11g opm0 8<t:i.o:as thoy eonctuctcd. E&eh of~ the 
used ono or more 
tho young fa:rn:.ers oHned and ope.1:ated an nirplano tl::tat was used to spray 
and dust crops, inspect cattle, and provide farrdly transportation. 
Th1c) 'JOcationil ag.ri.c31lture teachers interviewed expresoed the 
general opinion that the investmc=mt in farm power and 1T1.achinery u::;8d 
on farms is incree.sing evo:r:y yenr. Each teacher i:nter11iewed repcrtod 
that farmers had asked· for :i.nformation to use in solvin~1 prob1oms 
related to the use of farn power and 1~1cwhin0ry. 
Tables I t.l·J:>01..:igh XX are arranged ·to indicate the opinions expressed 
by the selected interviewees-concerning the degree of' understanding 
needed by l'ar.mers in certain :f.a.:rm power and r,nchioory competencies. 
Selectin~ fm1 trucks. 
iilterviewoes e:,..'}Jressed the opinion that farmers nE:ed an extensive and 
personal Uc'1der.standing of t,he m-s1cha.11ical char·t:wteristics to be considered 
in selecting farm truckso Only 5. 0 perc0nt of those interviewed m;;:-
pressed the opinion that farmers need to underst,a:nd only when and how 
to get he1p in selecting .farm trucks. Only 1.7 percent of the inter-
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viewees made no comment regarding the degree of' understanding needed 
by farmers in the mechanical characteristics to be considered in select-
ing farm trucks. 
TABLE I 
DEGREE OF UJ'.~DERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SELECTING FARM TRUCKS 
Degree or Understanding 
Eictensi ve and personal 
When and hou to get help 























*Number interviewed: 1,,.0 teachers, 40 you.11,g farmers, 4,0 adult farmers 
Selecting~ tractors. Table II shows that 100.0 percent of the 
interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an exten:::li ve and 
TABLE II 
DEGREE OF UWDERSTANDING ilJ'J]:EDED BY FAR.V..ERS 
Hi SELECTING Fll.BM TP..ACTORS 
Degree 0£ Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Li tt1e or none 
lfo comment 




100~0% 100.0% 100. CfJ~ 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young .farraers, 40 adult farmers 
personal under~:rtanding of the meche:.nical characteristics to be consider-
ed in selecting farm tractors. 
Selecting stationarx eng;)Jies. Table III shows that 52. 5 percent of 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding of the mechanical characteristics to be 
considered in selecting stationary engines, 43 • .3 percent of those 
interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only 
vhen and how to get help in selecting stationary engines, only 1. 7 per-
cent of the interviewees exprcsaed the opinion that farmers neGd little 
or no persoual understanding of the mechanical characteristics to be 
considered in selecting stationar-J engines, and only 2.5 percent of 
those interviewed made no comment regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by farmers in selecting stationary engines. 
TABLE III 
DEGREE OF IDIDERSrAMDIWG NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SELECTING STATIONARY ENGINES 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
'When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No cooiment 
Opinions Expressed l;>y 




















*llTmnber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farrri.ers, 40 adult f ar:J11.ers 
There was no reason that was readily discernable to :Lndicate 
d.e.fini tely -why the three groups of interviewees expressed such di verse 
opinions regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in 
selecting stationa.z·y engines. Certain teachers did remark that station-
acy engines Here generally used for a single purpose and that the engine 
was usua.lly bought as a part of the maehine it powered and that the 
engine was usually matched, at the factory, to the :machine it powered. 
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Because of the wide diversity of opinions expressed by the 
·t.hree groups respectively and because of the relatively small a,.'1d in-
conc:lusive raajority of the t.otal number of intorvieweos who e::icp:::·essed 
tho opinion tha:t farmers need a...:n extensi Vs;) and personal understanding 
in selecting stationary engines one ma..y definitely conclude only that, 
according to the ex-press0d opinions of those interviewed, far.mars need 
to know at least enough about selecting statior1ary ,.'mgines to 1: .... "low when 
and how to get help. 
Lubricating eng;:i.nen ~ ~ IDJ.J.chine:r:z. Tablo IV sha,,m that 100.0 
TABLE IV 
DEGrutE OF UIWEl1S'.i.'AfJDHiG ]EEDED DY FA:fa,1:EltS Ii~ 
LUBRICATil~G Er!GIJ\JES ii.ND Fita4 MACHINERY 
Degree of Understanding 
Ext0nsive and pernonal 
When and how to get. help 
Little or none 
No comment, 





















*Number interviewed: 40 tell.chars, 40 young ±'armers, 40 adult f'arw.ers 
percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion t,hat far:me1"S, need an 
extensi va and. personal undor:::rta.nding in lubricating ong:ix1es and farm 
:machinery~ 
of the interviewGeo :lndica,ted that farmers residing 1,r.lthin t.hei:;:, 
installation of the con,,er:::ion devices on gasolin0 Hi:;,:J concerned 
table V shows th.at 20.0 percent of the intGrvi01.,ree1:t expressed the 
opinio-.n th&,t f'arm.ers need an e:il..'tcnsive and persofl ...rtl tutderotanding in 
TABLE V 
DIDREE OF mmERSTANDING .NEEDED BY F.l\ffl,mRS IN COiflTERTING 
ENGINES TO USE BUTANE, PROPANE, OR l:IATURJ,L GAS 
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Extensi~;s 2,J,'J.d personal 
When and how to get help 


















•fN'umber in'tervieiJGd: 4.0 teachers, 40 young far·mers, 40 adult farmers 
this competency while ?1.? percent of t,hose interviewed expressed the 
opinion that i'arraers need to und<'7rstEil1ct only uhen and how to g7:;t, help 
pcr1~011t. of those interviewed exproGsed the opinion that farmers need 
litt,lG or no personal understanding and only 4.2 percent of' the inter-
viewees made no co!T'.m.ent, regarding the degree of understanding needeid by 
farmers in converting engines to use butane, propane, or natural gas. 
While a majority of those interviewed withLri each group of int.er-
viewees e:~oressed the op:i.nion that fa:rne:i.~s need to tmderstand only when 
and how to get help in converting engines to u.se butane, propane, or 
natural gas, there was a considerable variation between t.h,) number of 
interviewees in each group which concm~red in thiG opinion. Therr~ was 
no reason that was readily diocermihle t,o indieri.te ·why 87. 5 percent of 
the teachers interviewed expressed the opinion that fa:rme!"G need to 
understand only when and hou to ge1". help in converting cEgines to 11;-:;e 
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while 72. 5 poreent. of tho yrn.mg farmers 
interviewed and only 5 5 e O pm~ccnt of 'the adult farn1ers interviewed 
concurrod in this opinion. 
TABLE VI 
DE.GREE OF IDifDERSTAMDIMG NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SBRVICIHG £WGIH1~ FUJL 8YS'I'ill1S 
Oplnions Expressedb;it 
Degree of Understanding 
• 5 pcn:c:ent of 




E..~tensiv3 and personal 
When and how to get help 


















*?Jumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 4.0 youn13 far.m.ers, 40 adu.l t f'arm0rs 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that f"a...""iii.ers need an exteri:Jive 
a."ld personal u:n.dersti::mding in the Dervicing of Gngir1e fuel syrrtems 
while 12.5 percent of those intcrvieued exprosr,ed the opinion that 
farfilers need to underst,'.\1.nd only when and how to get help i.n servicing 
engine fuel eystems. Only 1. 7 percent of the irrt,erviewees expressed 
the opinion th3. t farmers need little or no pcrsomtl underste..nding &..nd 
only 3. 3 percent of thosG interviewed IrJade no com.'1'.!cmt regarding the 
degree of understanding needed by farmers in servicing engine fuel 
systems. 
Reboriug, :!D. ~ni:rine block. There was rather U..l'liform agreement by 
the three groups of respondents that farmers need to understand only 
when and how to Bet help in reboring an engine block. Table VII shows 
·that only J.3 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that 
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farmers need an extensive and personal understanding in the reboring of 
a.11. ,sngine block while 86. 7 percent of those interviewed expressed the 
opinion that farmers need to u.11dersta.'1d only when and how to get help in 
reboring an engine block. Only 5.0 percent of the interviewees expressed 
the opinion that farmers need little or no understanding and only 5.0 
percen·t of those interviewed made no comment regardL~g the degree of 
imderstanding needed by farmers in how to rebore an engine block. 
TABLE VII 
DWREE OF UNDERSTA..T\JDING NEEDED BY FAmillP..S 
Hi REBORING AN EI'filINE BLOCK 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
\'fuen and how to get help 
Little 01:- none 
No cmmnent 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*i.iumber interviewed~ 40 teachers, 40 young far.mers 1 40 adult farmers 
Replacing engine· nle0ves. There was a high propor·;;,ion of each group 
of respondents that expressed the opinion that farmers need to under-
stand only when a.nd how to g·~t help in replacing engine sleeves. Table 
VIII shows that only 11.7 percent of the·interviBwees expressed the 
opinion that farmers need an extensive and personsJ. understanding in re-
placing engine sleeves while 76.7 percent of those interviewed expressed 
the opinion th1t farmers need to undGratand only when and how to get 
help. Only 7.5 percent of the interviewees :made no comment rsgarding 
the degreG of understanding needed by farmers in replacing engine 
sleevGs. 
TABLE VIII 
DIDREE OE' illJDERb'T A..."JDil'J'G NEEDED BY li'Af114ERS 
nr REPLACING ENGilJE SLEEVES 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
\Jhen and how to ge-t holp 
Little or none 
i\Jo commant 
Qpinions E.xpressed by 
Young Adult Teachers* -Farmers* Fanp.ers* 
5.0% 12.5% 17.5% 
72.5 30.0 77.5 
o.o o.o o.o 








*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Replacing engine 12,.istons a..~d rings. A high proportion of each 
group of responden-cs exprossed the opinion that farmers naed to under-
stand only when and how to get help in replacing engine pistons and 
rings. Table IX shows that only 11.7 percent of those interviewed 
TABLE IX 
DEGM.i'i: OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARHERS 
nr REPLACING ENGII'JE PISTONS AND lUNGS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Litt.le or none 
ifo ccIDI:J.ont 



















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers~ 40 adult, farmers 
expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and personel under-
standing in replacing engine pistons 8..nd rings while 81.7 percent of the 
interviewees expressed the opinion that .fa.."1ll.ers ne,3d to w.tderstan.d only 
when and how to get help. Only 6. 7 percent of thof:lo i..'11t8rviewed 111ade no 
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comment regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in 
replacing engine pistons and rings. 
Grinding engine valves. Table X shows that only 17.5 percent of 
TABLE X 
DEGREE OF mmERSTANDIJ:TG IiJEEDED BY FARMERS 
I:N GRIImING Er-IGINE V11L VES 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
lfo comment 
Oninions Expressed by 
Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers* 
7 .55; 7.5% 37.5% 
87.5 85.0 L,,.7.5 
o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
the interviewees expressed the opinion t.hat farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in grinding engine valves while 73.3 percent 
of those interviewed expressed the opinion that fa:r.m.ers need to under-
stand only when and how to get help. Only 9.2 percent of those inter-
viewed .ma.de no corr;ment regarding the degree of understanding needed by 
farmers in grinding engine valves. 
There was no clear indication why 87.5 percent of the teachers and 
85.0 percent of the young far-tuers interviewed expressed the opinion that 
farmers need to underiJtand only whe11 and hou to get help in grinding 
engine valves while only 47.5 percent of' the adult farmers cx-;,ressed a 
similar opinion. Since a clear majority of' the interviewees did express 
the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to get 
assistance, and since this was the most popular choice among all three 
groups of respondents, one may conclude with a fair degree of confidence 
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tl1a.'G, based upon these express.eel opinions !1 farmers need to U..'lderstand 
only whon and how t.o g,.st help in grinding engine valves. 
&;Uusting engine valv~s. Table XI shows that only 43.3 percent of 
TABLE XI 
DEGREE OF IDWERS'fANDil~G NEEDED BY FA.flNERS 
IN .ADJUSTING ENGINE VALVES 
D0gree of Understanding 
E:;rl.;ensi vo and peroo:nal 
Whon and how to get help 





















*rJuri.ber interviewed: 4,0 teachers, 40 young far-.merr,, 40 adult :farmers 
the interviewees e::icpressecl tho OJJinion -that farmers need an e:ctonsive 
and personal tmdern:tanding in adjusting engine valves while 52.5 porcc:nt 
of those interviewed ex-pressed the opinion that farmers need to under-
stand only when and hou to get hcilp in adjusting engine valves. Only 
L~.2 percent of the int,erviewees :made no co:mmeut roge.rding the d0gree of 
understanding needed by i'ar.mers in adjusting engine valves. 
There was no clear indication why 62.5 percent of the teachers u.~ 
55.0 percent of the young farmers interviewed. expressed the opinion th-s.t 
i"'ttrmcrs need to understand only when and how to get help in adjunting 
engine valves while only 40.0 percent of the adult farmers expressed a 
sirrdlar opinion. The intervieweer fe11.; that the opinions E;rn:pressed by 
the relatively small :ma.jority of th0, interviewees ind:i.ca:ting that fa.rm-
ers need to understand only when and ho1,1 to get help in adjusting 0ngine 
ital ves cannot be accept$d as conclusi VG evidence that £'armers need t,o 
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do noed 'to under:ttand at J.east, enough a-bou:t. 
adjusting engine valves to 1mow when and how to get help. 
Ad.justing_ crankshaft 'bearings. Table XII shows that only 18.J per-
TABLE XII 
DEGREE OF UWDERSTANDn!G NEEDED BY FABHERS 
IN ADJUSTING CH.AJ:IJ1CS}1AFT EEAfflJJGS 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
























*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, l+O young fa.rm.ors, 40 adult farmers 
cent of the :i.nterv1ewee11, o:~pressed the opinion the:. t £'armers need an 
while 75. 0 percent of tho respondents ex;_crossed the oplnion that farmers 
naed to tmderstimd only uhen and how to get help in adjusting cra.nl-:shaft 
bearings., Only 6. '7 percEmt of those intervim.red made no coira.i:cmt regard-
ing the degree of under::1tanding needed by farmers in adjusting crank-
sha.ft bearings. 
:?ervicing engine ilmi tion .sxst,9Dl.S. A high proportion of each group 
o.f respondcmts expressed th0 opinion that fa!"lll9rs need a11 e:r.:tensive and 
personal 1mderst.21.Jdi::1.g in the scrvid.ng of engina ignition systems. 
Table XIII shows t,t,3,t 75.8 percent of those interviewed eJ::_pressed the 
opinion t,hat fe.rrri.ers need an extensive and y:,ersonal undarstanding in 
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servJ.C:rng engine ignition systems uhile only 20.8 percent of those 
int,ervieued e:iq)ressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only 
when r::md how to get help in servi-:!ing ongine :i.gni tion systems. Only O. g 
percent of the respondents e:icpressed the opinion that .farmers need little 
or no personal understanding in the servicing of engine ignition systems, 
and only 2. 5 percent of those int;erviewed nt:'1de no comment regarding the 
degree of understanding needed by farmers in servicing engine ignition 
systems. 
TABLE XIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FAR01l1:i:RS 
HJ SERVICHKi ErmINE IG!UTION SYSTEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
ExtensivG and personal 
mien and how to get hel}J 
Little or none 
lfo COETI'!'lent 
Opinions Expr;essod by 
Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmer~* 
72.51; S0.0% 75.0% 
25.0 12.5 25.0 
o.o 2.5 o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Servicing engine coo:JJ,pg §.Y.stems. There was rather ooi.forro agree-
ment by the three groups of respondents that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in the servicing of engine cooling systems. 
Table XIV shows that 95.8 percent of the interviewees expressed the 
opinion that farmers need an extensive and personal understanding in 
the servicing of engine cooling systems while only 4.2 percent of those 
interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only 
when and how to get help in the servicing of cooling systems on 
engines. 
DEC·REE OF Uim&.'WTt-i.:mnro rJEED3D BY FAI:11.ERS 
IN SERVICHIG ENGINE COOLING SYSTEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
t-Jhen and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Replacing~ ad.justing clutches. While 65.S percent of the inter-
viet-rees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and personal 
unders·ta.ndin.g in replacing and adjusting clutches as is shown in te.ble 
XV, JO.O percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that £armers 
TABLE XV 
DEGREE OF UliDERS'riu'\fDir.G NEEDED BY II'ARMERS 
IW REPLACING AND ADJUSTING CLUTClIB:S 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
lfo comment 
Opinions Expressed by 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Fa.rme:rs* Farmers* 
65.0% 60.0% 72.5% 
30.0 37.5 22.5 
o.o OoO o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
need to understand only when and how t,o get help in roplo.cing and 
adjusting clutches. Only 4.2 percent of those i:nt,erviawed made 110 
comtnor..:'c; regarding the degree of understanding :needed by far.iners in re-
placing and adjusting clutches. 
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Repairing and adjusting brakes . A high proportion of the inter-
viewees in each group agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal 
understanding in the repair and adjustment of brakes . Table XVI shows 
TABLE XVI 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN REPAIRING AND ADJUSTING BRAKES 
2J2inions Exores~ed bz 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers* 
Extensive and personal 90.0% 90. 0% 87 .5% 
When and hOW' to get help 7.5 10. 0 7.5 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 
No comment 2.5 o.o 5. 0 








that 89.2 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
need an extensive and personal understanding in repairing and adjusting 
brakes while only 8.3 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion 
that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help in the 
repair and adjustment of brakes. Only 2. 5 percent of the interviewees 
made no comment regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers 
in repairing and adjusting brakes . 
Servicing transmissions . Table XVII shows that 70.0 percent of the 
interviewees expressed the opinion t hat farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding in servicing transmissions while only 28.J percent 
of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to under-
stand only when and how to get help in servicing transmissions . Only 
1 .7 percent of the interviewees made no comment regarding the degree of 
understanding needed by farmers in servicing transmissions. 
TABLE XVII 
DEGREE OF UNDERST1JWING l~EEDED BY ltAltl·IBRS 
IN SERVICING TRANSMISSIONS 
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Degree of Understanding 
Opinions Expressed by 




Extensiv-e and personal 
When and how to get help 


















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, J,..O adult farmers 
There was no reason that was readily discernable to .i.p.dicate 
definitely why the three groups of respondents expressed opinions ,<liich 
differed greatly regarding the dagree of undertr&anding needed by farw.ors 
in servicing -'1.ran..qmj_ssions. According to opinions expressed by 85. O 
percent of the adult farmers, farmers need an extensive and personal 
1.mderstanding in the servicing of transmissions; however, only 52.5 per-
eent of the teachers and 72.5 percent of the young farmers concurred 
·with the adult farmers in this opinion. One may surmise that the 
opinions expressed biJ some of' ·the adult farmers were influenced by 
experiences which they may have had in servicing transmissions when 
these rnechan.isms were relatively simple. One may also surmise that the 
teachers had accese to infor.mation about the latest developments in 
these mecha..'lisms, and that the opinions of' certain teachers ms::, have 
been in.fluenced by the knowledge that many types oi' transmissions used 
on modern power machinery are complicated and require a. high degree 
of skill as well as special tools for servicing. 
Servicing final drives. Table XVIII shows that 64.2 percent o.f the 
interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
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personal understanding in servicing final drives while only 33.3 percent 
of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to under-
stand only \/hen and how to get help in servicing final drives. Only 
2. 5 percent of the interviewees ma.de no comment regarding the degree 
of understanding needed by farmers in the servicing of final drives . 
TABLE XVIII 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SERVICING FINAL DRIVES 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
There was no reason that was discernable to indicate defina.tely 
why the three groups of respondents expressed opinions which differed 
greatly regarding the degree of understanding needed by fanners in 
servicing final drives . Farmers need an extensive and personal under-
standing according to opinions expressed by 80.0 percent of the adult 
farmers; however, only 47. 5 percent of the teachers and 65.0 percent of 
the young farmers concurred in this opinion. One may urmise that the 
opinions expressed by certain adult farmers may have been influenced by 
experiences which they may have had in servicing final drives when these 
mechanisms were relatively simple, and that the teachers may have had 
access to information relating to the latest developments in these 
mechanisms and that the expressed opinions of certain teachers may have 
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been influenced by the knowledge that many types of final drives used on 
modern power machinery are complicated and require a high degree of skill 
as well as special tools in servicing. A point of interest is that the 
teachers were evenly divided on this point with 47.5 percent expressing 
the opinion that farmers need an extensive and personal understanding, 
and with 47.5 percent expressing the opinion that farmers need to under-
stand only when and how to get help in servicing final drives. 
Selecting~ machinery. Table XIX shows that 100.0 percent of 
TABLE nx 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SELECTING FA.BM MACHINERY 
~1m.sm'11 Exnti21i'11i2!i :bx 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmeri* 
Extensive and personal 100.0% 100.o</, 100.0% 
When and how to get help o.o o.o o.o 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding of the mechanical characteristics to be 
considered in selecting farm machinery. 
Servicing and repairing farm machinery. Table XX shows that 
100. 0 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers 
need an extensive and personal understanding in the servicing and 
repairing of farm machinery. 
Summary of opinions expressed concerning~ degree .Qi: understanding 
needed ~ farmers in twenty ~ power ~ machinery competencies. The 
an mdansive a.nd 
and fant machinery, in selecting farm u12-i.chine1.7, a..."l.d in servicing and 
repairing :f ar·m rnachlnery. 
TABLE XX 
DEGREE OP U.NDEllSTii.HDIHG HEEDED :VitHNBil.S I!J 
SERVICDsTC. il.HD REPAIHIHG ]~litH MACHINERY 
Der;ree of Unclei~st&~cling Teachers* Yo'Ul'lg 1lc11:1J_t 
Combined 
Opinions Parr1e1 ... s~n, Fa.rnicrsi( .~~~.:....;:.;;;..:.;...::;.;;::..~~.:..;.;;:...;:.;a;.;::;;:..::r.,_~~----------
Ext0nsi VG and pex·:::01¥:1.l 
When and hoH to get help 
















*Humber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 you.rig farmers J 40 adult fi,.:i.r:rners 
A. majority of the respondents a.gread that farmers need an extcmsive 
and personal u.nderstanding in selecting farm trucks, in selecting 
station-'.lry engines, in servicing engine fuel systerrm, in servicing 
engine ignition systems}/ in servicing engine cooling systemst in replac-
ing and adjusting clutches, in repairing and adjusting brakes, in 
12:ervicing transmissions, and in servicing final drives. 
A .majority of 'the respondents agreed ths.t fa.T.t!',:ers need to under-
stand oz:i.ly when and how t.o get, help in converting engines to use bu.ta.-rie, 
propane, and :natural gas, in reboring &:..fl engi.I1e blockj in replacing 
engine sleeves, in replacing engine pistons and rings j in grL"1di.i1g 
engine valves, in adjusting engine valves, an.d in adjust,ing crankshaft, 
bearing.\:l. 
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l!'ar..n Duildin13:::;; and Conveniences Co:m.pertencies 
On the farm~ operated by the selected young farmers and [lolectcd 
adult fa.r-m.ers and in tho 001:r..nrunities whero the selected inter,riewees 
resided, there were observed mny new buildings and structures that 
were designed for special uses in farming. Most of those new bw.ldings 
and structures were evidently designed and built in a manner to increase 
the efficiency of the overall farming operation and to af~ford the 
greatest possible convenience to the farra operator and other far.m 
workers. Throughout Q}'.J.aho1u:.:1. there was 01.ridenco of caroful attention 
beiug given to farm and home conveniences. Running watex was generally 
fou.""ld i11 the ho,.1,;as of the young i'aril1ers a.nd in the homes o.f tho e;dult 
far1:.1ers interviewed. Hru,y farm homes wore observed tc havo sanit.a17 
bathroom. fucilitieo. r-lodern farm .families are evidently enjoying mor3t; 
of the conveniences in the farm home that were once found only i:n city 
homes. 
'I'he vocational agriculture teache:r.·s interviewed exprcs~Jed ·the 
general opin:i.on that farmers are now considering the details :tn 
buildings and other structures which add to the efficiency of the 
tot.al farruing opera. tion and which help maintain a favorable environment 
on the farm. rs;ach teacher interviewed report,3d that farmers had ,2.sked 
:for inf.orm~,tion that would he helpful in solving farm hu.ildir.,g problems 
or that tmuld assist in the im.p:roverient of farm conveniences. 
Tables XXI through XLVIII are arranged to indiceJ:.e the opinions 
ex:pressed by the selected interv-iew0es concerning the degree of under-
standing needed by .farmerr.i in 1~ertc.in co::upetew:::iGG related t,o f,ll~m 
buildi113s a:nd conveniences. 
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Ma.king engineering drawinq;?• Table llI shows that 5/i .• 2 percent of 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need little or no 
T.ABLE III 
DOOREE OF UNDERSTAJ!DirJG HEEDED BY FAm1ER8 
IN MAKING mmnm.'ERHJG DRAWINGS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive e.nd perso~..al 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Ex.pressed by 




















*Nuznber inteI'V'lewed; L.,,O teachers, ,~O young fa.i.-mers, li,0 adult farmers 
personal tt.".l.d.erstanding in making engineering dra.ui.ngs while 27. 5 percent 
ot those interviewed expressed the opinion that fa....-m.ers need to under-
stand only when and how to get help in IT1.L\ki1'lg engineering drawings~ 
Only 11. 7 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that f'a.rm-
ers need an extensi v.a a.nd personal u:nde:rstanding in the ma.king of 
engineering drawings. Of those interviewed, only 6.6 percent made no 
comment regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in makirg 
engineering drawings. 
There was a wide divergence .of opinion among the three groups of 
respondents concerning the degree of understanding needed by farmers in 
making engineering drawings. Of the teachers irrterviewed, 62.5 percent 
expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how 
to get help, 22.5 percent expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal 1U1derstanding~ and 10.0 percent expressed the 
opinion that farw.srs need little or no personal understanding in :mo.king 
engineering drawings. Of the your>,g fs..rmorc intcrvieued, 72.5 percent 
expressed t,he opinion that i'~rmers r1.eed little or no per::'lonal u..11d0r-
standingll 7 .5 percent ex-pressed the opinion t,he;t farmers need an extensive 
and personal 1mderst1.1ndlng, a:nd 5.0 percent expressed the opinion that 
far'!lli"3rs need to understand only when 1,1nd hO'H to get help in mald.ng 
engineering drawings. Of the adult far.m.ers interviewed; 80. 0 per.(;Emt 
expressed the opinion that farmers need little or n.o FerrJor1:'11 1.1.w::terstand-
ing, 15.0 percent. e:>..-presst~d the opinion that fa.rr,1erti need to urid0rfJtand 
only whe11 and how to get help, and 5.0 percent. e:x;_i;)resn,"ld the opinion that 
fa:r'1Tl-3rS need a..n extensivG; and personal 1..mderstandi:ng in making eng:i.neer-
ing drawings. 
adult 
farmers interviewed to tmderstand what i:,ras :meant, by t.hc" term "engineering 
drawings. n Cla.r.:l.ty of' cc,rmm:.r.doe;t,:ton was also d:ifficult to et:ri:.a.bUrJh bo-
twee11 the interviewer and the te~.chers. The term '1maldng Elketches to 
scale 11 appeared to be under.stood rr.uch better by the intervieueos than was 
the term "engineering drawings. 11 The interviewer is of the opinion that 
t.he results shown in table XXII ar(.~ much :more valid and re11.a.bJ.e than are 
those shown in table XXI. 
fia.k~ng 8lf_~tch.~ to ~~. Table XXII shows that, 97.5 percent of the 
interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understand:tng in :m...'tking f',ketches to sea.le while only O. 8 percent 
o.f those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to under-
stand only when and how to get help. Only 1.7 percent of the respondents 
expressed the opinion that farmers need little or no personal understand-
ing in the ma.king of sketches to scale. 
Several teachers interviewed expressed the opinion that if farmers 
could make sketches to sea.le they 'ir!Ould be able to make all of the work-
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ing sketches thoy woPJ.d need on the fa:cm tdt~hou.:. having tc know how 'to 
dra:w in the de·tai1 usw.lly requi1""ed ir;. engineering drawings. Sev-cral of' 
the young f'a..x'!aers and adult. farmers t:xpressed &J{sl'eeraent wit.h this opinion. 
DJiUREE o·£~ ill{D:SR!JTilI'H)Ir\rG: l]EED1~D J}Y 
:r:~T IJAKil'tfG SKE.tiiG}.iES TC SCAIJE 
Dagree of Understanding 
E]:::tensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Li t;tle or none 
l\Jo corrrmGn't 

















the interviewees e:icpressed the opinion ths,t farmers .need an. e:irtensi ve 
'!'ABLE XXIII 
DilnRE:m o:? mmrr:rts1'Arl'DING WEEDED BY £11.ARMffiRS 
nr PLANNING F.A.RM BU1LDINGS 
Degree oi' Understanding 
E,::tensive and persowa.1 
Hhon and how to cet, help 

















*Hun:ib-0r int,ervieHed: 4C t.eachzrs, 40 young far1neI·s, 40 adult farmers 
ru-id personal undorstcmding in planning farm. buildings ·Hhile only 24. 2 
how 'to get help in planning farm bu.i.lding.;;;. 
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f:st.i..-n.atin;:; building costs. Table XXIV shows ·that. 76.'7 perce:nt of 
the iutervJ.ewees expreBoed the opinion that i'a1"'filers need a..n extensive 
TABLE XXIV 
DEG~ OI? UNDERST..UWIIJG NE~2D BY FAPJ.fil:HS 
IN 1:STJl,Ui.l'IlJG BL1ILDIIJ.G COSTS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive a..."ld personal 
When and hot-r to get help 
Little or none 
~Jo comment 
Opinions Bxpressed by 




















and personal understanding in estim~:ting building costs. Only 2.3.3 per-
cent of those irrterviewed OA--pressed tho opinion ·tha.t farmers need ·to 
understand only wt.1on and how to get help in es·ti:mating building costs. 
Building ~ concre·te. Concret.e is being used in ·the construction 
of buildings, silos, feeding floors, 'llru.tering t.roughs,. and. other structures 
used on the farm.. Table }Jr.V shows that 100.0 percent of the interviewees 
DEGRBE 01!' UNDERSTJi.lJDIWG IWJ~DED BY JJ'ARMEI'£ 
Il<J BUILDING WITH COWCB.BTZ 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 






















*l1ut2.ber lnt.ervioired: 40 'i;eachers, 40 you.i:'1.g farners, 40 adult. farmers 
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expressed the opinion that farmers need a.n extensive and personal 
u..nderstanding in using concrete t.o build things for the farm. 
Building~ lumber. Lumber has long been recognized as a 
building material commonly used on farms. Table XXVI shows th.~t the 
TABLE XXVI 
DE.GREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN BUILDING WITH Lt!1BER 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comL'lent 
opinion§ Expressed by 




















*Nul:lber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
respondents agreed una.nimously that farmers need an extensive and per-
sonal understanding in using lum.ber to build things for the far:m. 
Building with pre-fabricateq materials. Since World War II ended 
the use of pre-fabricated :materials in building on farms has increased 
greatly. Table XXVII shows that, 60.8 percent of the interviewees 
TABLE XXVII 
DIDREE OF UWDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
BUILDING WITH PRE-FABRICATED MATERIALS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
Mo comment 
Opinions Expressed by 
Tea.chers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
55.0% 65. er; 62.5% 
45.0 35.0 37.5 
o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 a.dul t f'a.r1ners 
mcprsssed the opinion that fru.~ners need fan ext.o:nsive o..nd persoml 
und,Jrstand:'ing in building struct°lu"es of pre-fe.,bricated. rriaterials while 
39.2 percent of those interviewed m::prossed the opinion 'that farmers 
need to understand only when and how to obtain help in building 1.-.ri th 
pre-fabricated materials. 
Building with metal. The use of sheet metal in farm building has 
been common for many years. Today one :may occassionally observe a farm 
building wh:i.ch also has a metal .frar1.L0uork. Metal feeders, watering 
troughs, and other livestock and poultry equipment made of metal may be 
observed on many modern farms. Table XXVIII .shows that lCO.O percent of 
TABLE JCXVIII 
DOOREE OF mmERt-JI'ANDING NEEDED BY ~RMERS 
It~ BUILDING WITH l':mT.ilL. 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in building with :metal. 
Repairing~ buildings. Keeping buildings properly repaired has 
long been considered to ba an important job 021 most farms. Table 
XXIX shows that 100.0 percent of the interviewees expressed the 
opinion that farm.ors need to ha.VG an extensive and personal understanding 
in the repairing of farm buildings. 
IH REPAilUWG J?ARN BUILDINGS 
Deg:cee of Understandiug 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get helr, 
















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 you.11g f'arx11ers, 40 adult farmers 
of the respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal 
understanding in planning livestock and poultry equipment. 
TABLE XXX 
DIDREE OF UliDERSTlUJDIHG hiliWED BY I:1-i.fd,ffiRS ll1 
PLANNING LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY EQUIPMElifl' 
Degree o-f Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 



















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young .farmers, 40 adult, farmers 
efficiently ut:''"lized in building livectoek and poultry- ocfi.:dpment used on 
-the farm. Table XXXI shows ·that 100.0 percent o.f those int.erviewed 
e:i'.:'pressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and personal under-
standing in the building of livestock and poultry equipment. 
TABLE Y.JCXI 
DE'.G111fE OF UNDTI:RSTJl.l'iDIHG J\TEimrw BY FARMERS IN 
BUILDIWG LIVl~STOGK AW) POUL'i:RX i%1UIPi.tl&lJT 
""-____ ...,__ _____ .._.,_---.-_-.--.~=·====-===-=-=-=· 
Otiinions Exprosned by Combined 
. Yortno: ~ 0 • Teachers"'. ~ vpinions 
~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..-~-F,_a __ rm __ e_r_s_*~~-~-a.r_".!1.i_1~~~r ..... s.*~~~~p-,~ 
~""!:tensive and personal 
tvhen and how to get f1eli:) 














*Number interviewed: 40 t.eachers, young farmer1;;, 40 adult farm.ers 
J.?~pa;tri!t.[;;. 1 i vestock !illQ. 12.w.trz pguipr_jent,. Repairi.ng livestock and 
pmtl try equipment is one of the farm mechanics jobs that may frequently 
be clone, on. the farm. Table XXIII shows th';J,t :100. O percent of thoss 
'l'.lillL~ XXXII 
mxmEE Oli" UliJDERSTANDIHG N}KEDED BY l1'iU-'1.M~R,,q nr 
REPAIRING LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY EQUIPlUNT 
Extensive and personal 
Hhen <'.:tud hou to got help 
Little or none 
No cor;mont 
-·· O·pi.nions E:.~r·opsed CD;{ __ _ 
Yot1-¥).z ~[idttl.t 
:!:"'armers* Fru."It'.iers* 
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
o.o r, " O~G u.v 
r,, r; 
~ •• .,.' II \J o.o o.o 






* xJumber interviewed: lrO teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
int3l'Viewed expressod the opinion t.hat :?arn1ars n(k,d ru1 e,rtensi·ve and 
person.al rn1der£3tcmding in the repairing of li Yestock and poultr;:v 
eqnip::r1e:nt ~ 
r0i:;po11dents a.greed that farmers need an extensiv-e and porso:nal 1mder-
sta...'1ding in the planning of fence arrangements on the farme 
TABLE XXXIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTAI'JDDJG NEEDED BY FARMERS 
DJ PU.W.'lING l~NCE Afi.i.uUmfilif:itrs 
1J.acree of Understr~ndi:ng 
Extensive and personal 
When and how ·i.;o get hF;lp 
Little or none 
co:mment 
























*Uum.ber interviewed: 1,,.0 teachers~ L,.O young farmers, 40 £"i.dult. farmers 
Building fences. Table XXXIV shows that 99.2 percent of ·the inter-
viewees expressed the op:i.ni.on. that farmers need an e:;,::te:nsh.rE:: ari.l'.'i p8rsonal 
TIH3LE XXXIV 
DTI:G~.EE OIJ' U1'JDEl1 .. ~ AlJDHJG liJEEDED BY F'ARMERS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive a..11d personal 
}fl1en and how to get. help 


























*Nur.!'.lber irrlierviewed: 4G t<,achers, 40 young fc.rm.ers, 40 adtD.t. farmers 
m1dcr::rtund.ing in bui1din3 i1l1ile only 0~8 percent of the respondents 
expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only· when and how 
t.o get help in building fenc0s. The sint:;le ad1tlt; farmer who in.dica:tcd 
that farrJ.ers need to understand only when and how to get help in building 
fences reported that he contractGd with a fence builder to co:n.st1-c1.c.t. all 
of th0 fences on his i'tirm. 
40 
~flgairing fences. Table XXXV shows that all respondents agreed that 
farmers need an eJ.::tensi ve and personal understanding in repairing fences .. 
TABLE XXXV 
DEGREE OIP IDIDERSI' Al\TDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IW P.EPAIRIMG FENCES 
Degree of' Understanding 
ExtensivG and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
Ho comment 
Opinions Expresged by 
Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers* 
100.0;;& 100.0% 100.0% 
0.0 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 







-!Number interviewed; 4.0 teachers., 40 young farmers, 40 a.du.lt famers 
Pl arutlng sewage ditreosa,1 systems. Running water systems have made 
possible the installation of' sanitary set.m.ge disposal systems on many 
farms. Table XXXVI shows that 50.8 percent of the interviewees e::iq:,ressed 
TABLE XXXVI 
DFGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FABMERS 
nr PLiUJNilJG SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSIEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
EJ.."tensi ve and personal 
i;Jhen and how to get help 

















0 ,, .o 
o.o 
*NtUllber interviewed: ~,a teachers, 40 youn.g farmers, 40 adult farmers 
the opinion that £'armers need an extensive and personal understanding in 
planning sewage disposal systems, 48.4 percent of those interviewed ex-
pressed the opinion that £'armers need to understand only when and how to 
l;l. 
get help, and that only 0.8 percent of the interviewees expressed the 
opinion that farmers need little or no personal tmderstanding in the 
planning of sewage disposal Gystems. 
Some of' the interviewees who e}::pressed the opinion that .farmers 
need to understand only when and how to get help in planning sewe.ge 
disposal systems reported that detailed plans were available from 
commercial concerns and from other sources, and that £'armers merely 
needed to have the ability to read these plans. Some of those in this 
catego1~.f expressed the opinion that farmers would do -well to have 
skilled pl u.mbers lay out sewage disposal systems. The single young 
farmer uho exprasse:d the opinion th~lt farr..11ers need little or no 
personal u_vi.derstan.ding in the planning of seuage disposal systems 
stated that he W'J.S perfectly happy with his outdoor privy. With 
this one exception, all of those who ·corr.mcnted regarding the degree 
of u.nderstanding needed by farmers in plann:i.ng sewage disposal systems 
agreed that farmers either needed to understand hou to plan systems or' 
.how to get help in planning sewage disposal systems. 
Installing sewa_gEl distiosal systems. Table XXXVII shows ths.t 59. 2 
TABLE XXXVII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSIANDI.NG HEEDED BY li'ARMfiliS 
nJ IIcJSTl!..LLING SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSI EHS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions E;g;lressed by 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmer!;!* :i!'armers* 
55. OJ& 57.5% 65.0%. 
45.0 40.0 .35.0 
o.c 2.5 o.o 







ifl'Jumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 yomig farmers, 40 adult farmers 
percent, of the interviewees expressed t.he opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in installing se~~ge disposal 
systems while only L1-0. 0 percent of those interviewed expressed the 
opinion that farmers need to understand only uhen and how to get help in 
the installation of seuo..ge disposal systems. GnJ.y o.8 percent of those 
interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need little or no 
personal understanding in the installa.tion of sewage disposal systems, 
and this represented the single young farmer who, as reported 
previously, stated that he uas satisfied with his outdoor privy, 
§er1ticinp: seuar!e disnosal gystems. Table XXXVIII shows that 71. 7 
DEGREE OF UNDE11STA1WHJG HEEDED BY :B'f:1.PiNERS 
IN S:E:RVICING SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYsrEMS 
Degree of' Understanding 
EJ,.i:,ensive a_~d personal 
When and how to get help 























*Mumber intervi,ewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
percent of the interviewees expresJed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in hot-I to service sewage disposal 
systems. Only 26. 7 percent of those int0rv:i.e1:-red expressed the opinion 
that farmers need to u.11derstand only 1,1hen and hou to get, help in the 
servicing of sewage disposal systems. Only 0.8 percent of the inter-
viewees el::pressed the opinion that farmers need little or no personal 
understanding, and only 0.8 percent ma.de no comment regarding the degree 
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of understanding needed by farmers in servicing sewage disposal systems. 
PlanniP..g ~ water .§Ystems. Table lXXIX shows that 70.8 percent 
TABLE XXXIX 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLAHNIWG F'ARH WATER SYSTl1l4S 
Degree o.r Understanding 
l!Z..1:.ensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 























*M11mber interviewed: 40 teachers, 1,,.0 young farmers, 40 adult .farmers 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding of' how to plan farm water systems. Only 29.2 
percent of those interviewed eJ..1)ressed the opinion that farmers need to 
understand only when and how to get help in planning .f'arm. water systems. 
Inst,allipg ~ water §ystem plumbing. 'l'able XL shows that 75.0 
pe1·cent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
'£ABLE XL 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
INSTALLING FARM wATER SYS'rli:H PLUMBING 
Degree of' Undo.rstanding 
Extensive and p0rsona.l 
When and how to got help 
Little or none 
No cor::m.ent 
Opinions E;cpressed by 
T0a.chers1• Young Adult 
farmers* Farmers* 
77. 5~~ 75.0% 72.5% 
,..,,,..~ t: 
::..1-~.J 25.0 27~5 
O.G o.o o.o 







* ?Juniber interviewed; 40 teachers, 40 youns .farmers, 40 adult farmers 
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extensive and personal understanding in the installation of far.m water 
system plumbing. Only 25.0 percent of the respondents expressed the 
opinion that farmers need to understand only ·when and how to get help 
in installing farm water system plumbing. 
Se1"Vicing and repairing fa.rm ~ systems. Table XLI shows that 
TABLE XLI 
DEGREE OF Ui\JDERST1UJDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
SERVICING AND REPAIRING FARM WATER SYS'I'EMS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No co:m.ment 
Opinions Expressed by 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
100.0% 90.0% 95. or; 
o.o 10.0 5.0 
o.o o.o o.o 







*:Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult f a.rmers 
95.0 percent of the respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in the servicing and repairing of farm water 
systems. Only 5.0 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion 
that fa.r-illers need to understand only when and how to get help in 
servicing and repairing farm water systems. 
Selecting i,rater pump, motor, and pressure ~. Table XLII shows 
that 61.7 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
need an extensive and personal understanding in the selection of a water 
pump, motor, and pressure tank. Only 38.J. percent of those interviewed 
expressed the opinion that farmers need to tmderstand only when and how 
to get help in selecting a uater pump, motor, and pressure tank for use 
on the farm. 
TABLE XLII 
DEGREg OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN SELECTING 
Wii.TER PUMP, MOTOR, AND PRESSURE TANK 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions E:gpressed by 





















*Humber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Installing water pump, motor,~ nressure ~. Table XLIII shows 
that 63.3 percent of the intervieYees expressed the opinion that farmers 
TABLE XLIII 
DEGREE OF mmERsr ANDING NEEDED BY :b"'ARMERS IN IMS'.I'ALLnJG 
1PlATER PUMP, MOTORj AND PRESSUR!'1: TA..NK 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
1'Il1en and how to get help 
Little or none 
!fo comment 
Opinions E..";g2ressed h'{ 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmer"* 
60.0% 57.5% 72.5% 
40.0 42.5 27.5 
o.o o.o o.o 







*Iifumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 you.rig farmers, 40 adult fa.rrn.ers 
need an extensive and personal understanding in the installation of a 
Yater pump, motor, and pressure tank. Only J6.6 percent of those 
interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only 
when and how to get help in installing a water pump, motor, and pressure 
tank:. 
Servicing water ptunp, motor, and pressure ~. That 96. 7 percent 
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of the respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal 
understanding in the servicing of a water pump, motor, and pressure tank 
is shown in table XLIV. Only J.J percent of those interviewed expressed 
TABLE XLIV 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN SERVICING 
WATER Ptffl>, MOTOR, AND PRESSURE TANK 
QD;la!on~ Exor~sseg ~~ 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
Extensive and personal 100. 0% 92.5% 97.5% 
When and how to get help o.o 7.5 2.5 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 
No comment o.o o.o o.o 








the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to get 
help in servicing a water pump, motor, and pressure tank. 
Filtering filM1. treating water . Table XLV shows that 96. 7 percent of 
TABLE XLV 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN FILTERING AND TREATING WATER 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Qpinions Ex;pressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
the respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal under-
standing in filtering and treating water. Only J.3 percent of those 
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interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only 
when and how to get help in filtering and treating water. 
Planning heating systems for farm buildings . Table XLVI shows that 
TABLE XLVI 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
PLANNING HEATING SYSTEMS FOR FARM BUILDINGS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No connnent 
Qpinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
only 10. 0 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
need an extensive and personal understanding in the planning of heating 
systems for farm bui dings while 90.0 percent of those interviewed ex-
pressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to 
get help in planning heating systems for farm buildings. 
Installing heating equipment . Table XLVII shows that only 35 .8 per-
TABLE XLVII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSl'ANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN INSTALLING HEATING EQUIPMENI' 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
cent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in the installation of heating 
equipment while 64.2 percent of those interviewed e:>..1>ressed the opinion 
that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help in 
installing heating equipment. 
Servicing and repairing heating equipment. Table XLVIII shows that 
TABLE XLVIII 
DIDREE OF UNDERSI' NDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN SERVICING 
AND REPAIRING HEATING EQUIPMENr 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No conunent 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
91 .7 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal understanding in the servicing and repairing 
of heating equipment while only 8.J percent of those interviewed 
expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and 
how to get help in servicing and repairing heating equipment used in 
farm buildings. 
Sµmmary .Qf. opinions expressed concerning~ degree of understanding 
needed !?z farmers .!u, twenty-eight farm buildings and conveniences 
competencies. The respondents unanimously agreed that farmers need a.n 
extensive and personal understanding in building with concrete, in build-
ing with lumber, in building with metal, in repairing farm buildings, in 
planning livestock and poultry equipment, in building livestock and 
poultry equipment, in repairing livestock and poultry equipment, in 
planning fence arrangements, and in repairing fences ~ 
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A majority of the respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in making sketches to scale; in planning farm 
buildings; in estimating building costs; in building with pre- fabricated 
materials; in building fences; planning sewage disposal systems; in 
installing sewage disposal systems; in servicing se"Wage disposal systems ; 
in planning farm water systems ; in installing farm water system plumbing; 
in servicing and repairing farm water systems; in selecting a water pump, 
motor , and pressure tank; in installing a water pump, motor, and pressure 
tank; in servicing a water pump, motor , and pressure tank; in filtering 
and treating water; and in servicing and repairing heating systems. 
A majority of the respondents agreed that farmers need to understand 
only when and how to get help in planning heating systems for farm 
buildings, and in inatalling_heating equipment. 
A majority of the respondents agreed that farmers need little or no 
personal understanding in making engineering drawings . 
Farm Electrification Competencies 
Electricity was available on all of the farms operated by the young 
farmers and adult farmers interviewed. These selected young farmers and 
these selected adult farmers expressed general agreement with the state-
ment that electric power was making possible many conveniences inside 
the farm home and outside the farm home . Certain young farmers and 
certain adult farmers remarked that electric power had replaced one 
hired hand on the farm and had also replaced a part- time hired woman in 
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the farm home. On each farm where a selected interviewee resided there 
were four or more electric motors, and in the farm home where a selected 
interviewee resided were seven or more electric appliances . 
The vocational agriculture teachers interviewed were asked to 
estimate the percentage of all farms within their respective service 
areas which were equipped with electricity on January 1, 1955 . The 
estimates ranged from 80 percent to 100 percent with a mean of 87.4 
percent. Each teacher interviewed reported that farmers ha.d asked for 
information that would be useful in helping adapt electric power to farm 
uses. 
Tables XLIX through LIV are arranged to show the opinions expressed 
by the selected interviewees concerning the degree of understanding need-
ed by farmers in certain farm electrification competencies. 
Planning electric wiring systems . Table XLIX shows that only 40.8 
TABLE XLIX 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLANNING ELECTRIC WIRING SYS!lliS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 

















55 . 0 
o.o 
4.2 
*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in the planning of electric wiring 
systems while 55 . 0 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion 
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that farmers need to 1D1derstand only when and how to get assistance in 
planning electric wiring systems . Only 4. 2 percent of the interviewees 
made no comment regarding the degree of "Wlderstanding needed by farmers 
in planning electric wiring systems . 
Estimating~ of electric wiring. Table L shows that 54. 2 percent 
T BLE L 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN ESTIMATING COST OF ELECTRIC WIRING 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, li,O young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in estimating the cost of electric 
wiring while 43 .3 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion 
that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help . Only 
2. 5 percent of the interviewees made no comment regarding the degree of 
understanding needed by farmers in estimating the cost of electric 
wiring. 
The three groups of respondents did not agree concerning the degree 
of understanding needed by farmers in estimating the cost of electric 
wiring . While 67. 5 percent of the adult farmers expressed the opinion 
that farmers need an extensive and personal understanding, only 55 . 0 
percent of the young farmers and only 40.0 percent of the teachers 
concurred in this opinion. The only clearly definite conclusion that 
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can be made that is based upon the opinions expressed by these selected 
interviewees is that farmers must either possess an extensive and 
personal understanding or understand when and how to get help in 
estimating the cost of electric wiring. 
Installing electric wiring. Table LI shows that 54.2 percent of 
TABLE LI 
OF.GREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN INSTALLING ELECTRIC WIRING 
Q12inions Exores~~g !?z 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers* 
Extensive and personal 47.5% 55.CJI, 60.~ 
When and how to get help 52.5 42.5 37.5 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 
No comment o.o 2.5 2.5 








the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in installing elect ric wiring while 44.2 per-
cent expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and 
how to get help. Only 1.6 percent of those interviewed made no comment 
regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in installing 
electric wiring. 
The three groups of interviewees did not agree concerning the 
degree of understanding needed by farmers in installing electric wiring. 
While 60.0 percent of the adult farmers expressed the opinion that 
farmers need an extensive and personal understanding, only 55.0 percent 
of the young farmers, and only 47.5 percent of the teachers concurred in 
this opinion. The only clearly definite conclusion that can be made that 
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is based upon the opinions expressed by these selected interviewees is 
that farmers must either possess an extensive and personal understanding 
of this competency or understand when and how to get help in installing 
electric wiring. Certain of the interviewees who concurred in this 
l atter opinion suggested that most of the wiring on the farm should be 
done by a licensed electrician. 
Repairing electric wiring. A high proportion of each group of 
respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal under-
standing in the repairing of electric wiring. Table LII shows that 84.2 
TABLE LII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN REPAIRING ELECTRIC WIRING 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by; 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in repairing electric wiring. Only 
13.3 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers 
need to understand only when and how to get help, and only 2.5 percent 
of the interviewees made no comment regarding the degree of understand-
ing needed by farmers in repairing electric wiring. 
Estimating electric power demand. A high proportion of each group 
of respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal under-
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standing in estimating electric power demand. Table LIII shows that 
78.3 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
TABLE LIII 
DEGREE OF mmERSTANDING NEEDED BY FAIMERS 
IN ESTIMATING ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND 
Degree of Understanding 
Ext.ensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Qpinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
an extensive and personal understanding in estimating electric power 
demand. Only 16.7 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion 
that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help, and only 
5.0 percent of the interviewees made no comment regarding the degree of 
understanding needed by farmers in estimating electric p~rer demand. 
Estimating electric power cost. Table LIV shows that 60.8 percent 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
TABLE LIV 
DEGREE 011 UNDERSI'ANDING NEEDED BY FAIMERS 
IN ESTIMATING ELECTRIC POWER COST 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
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and personal understanding in estimating the cost of electric power . 
Only 35.8 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that 
farmers need to understand only when and how to get help, and only J • .3 
percent of the interviewees made no comment regarding the degree of 
understanding needed by farmers in estimating the cost of electric power. 
Selecting electric motors . Table LV shows that 39.2 percent of the 
TABLE LV 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FAm-fERS 
IN SELECTING ELECTRIC MOTORS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers , 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding of the charact,eristics to be considered in 
selecting electric motors . There were 59.2 percent of those interviewed 
'Who expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and 
how to get help in sel ecting electric motors . Only 1. 6 percent of the 
interviewees made no comment regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by farmers in selecting electric motors . 
Servicing electric motors . Table LVI shows that 97.5 percent of 
the respondents expressed the opinion that farm.era need an extensive and 
personal understanding in the servicing of electric :motors . Only 1 .7 
percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need to 
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understand only when and how to get help, and only 0.8 percent of the 
interviewees made no comment regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by farmers in servicing electric motors. 
TABLE LVI 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
I N SERVICING ELECTRIC MOTORS 
Ql:l1n1gns Exnress~d by 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
Extensive and personal 100.0% 95.0% 97.5% 
When and how to get help o.o 2.5 2.5 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Planning electric switching sy;stems. Table LVII shovs that only 
28.J percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal understanding in the planning of electric 
switching systems while 66.7 percent of those interviewed expressed the 
TABLE LVII 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FAIMERS 
IN PLANNING ELECTRIC SWITCHING SYSTEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers , 40 adult farmers 
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opinion that farmers n d to understand only vhen and how o et.. help in 
doing this job. Only 5.0 rcent of thos intervi wd de no c nt 
regarding the degree of underst11Dd:lng ded by farmers in plannin 
1 ctric svit.ebing systems. 
nsi and personal 
When and hw to t help 




















onl.T 30.a percent o.f t.ho int.ervi es xr-re d the opinio tl . t r. r:s 
need an xtensi: parao:ial. 
load protectors vhi 67 .5 reent of those intern.ewe res ed tl1e 
opinion tha.t farmers need to e1•stand only when and hov o t elp in 
lect.i lecttlc ovorload pro ctors. Only l. 7 percent ot thoa 
interviewed made no eommont regarding t-he degree of understanding ed 
. r 1n sel eting leetric overload proteeto • 
ble LIX show that 6.l. 7 
reent o the inter ieveas ~s ed th opinion t t rarmars ne d an 
.xtensi and rsonal understanding in the s rvic1ng ot electric over-
load protectors. Only .35 .. percent of thos interviewed res ed the 
rs n ed to und.anrtand only 'Whan and how to get help, 
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and only 2.5 percent of those interviewed made no co:rmnent regarding the 
degree of understanding needed by fanners in servicing electric overload 
protectors. 
TABLE LIX 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BI FARMERS IN 
SERVICING ELECTRIC OVERLOAD PROTECTORS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Qpinions wressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Selecting electric appliances. A high proportion of each group of 
respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal under-
standing in selecting electric appliances. Table LX shows that 88.3 
percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
TABLE LI 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SELECTING ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
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extensive and personal understanding of the characteristics to be 
considered in selecting electric appliances. Only 10.0 percent of those 
interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only 
when and how to get help, and only 1.7 percent of the interviewees made 
no comment regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in 
selecting electric appliances. 
Servicing and repairing electric appliances . A high proportion of 
each group of respondents expressed a similarity of opinion concerning 
the degree of understanding needed by farmers in the servicing and 
repairing of electric appliances . Table LXI shows that 90.8 percent 
TABLE LII 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN SERVICING 
AND REPAIRING ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in servicing and repairing 
electric appliances. Only 6.7 percent of those interviewed expressed 
the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to get 
help, and only 2.5 percent of the interviewees ma.de no comment regarding 
the degree of understanding needed by farmers in the servicing and 
repairing of electric appliances. 
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Selecting electric gghting equiJ)menif.. Table LIII shows that 74.2 
percent of' the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
TABLE LXII 
OE.GREE OF UNDERSTANDING liEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
SELEC'l1ING ELECTRIC LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
Degree of Understanding 
1iJ,.1iensi ve and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 





















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
extensive and personal understanding in selecting electric lighting 
equipment. Only 23.3 percent of' those interviewed expressed tho opinion 
that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help, and only 
2.5 percent rnade no comruent regarding the degree of understanding needed 
by fai"'.!Il.ers in the select.ion of elect:dc lighting equipment.. 
Servicing and repairing lighting eguipment. A high proportion of 
each group of respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding in scrv'icing and repairing lighting equipment. 
Table LXIII shows that 94.2 percent of the intervieimes concurred in 
this opinion. Only 4.2 percent of those interviewed expressed the 
opinion tha,t farn1ers need to understand only when and how to get help, 
a.l'ld only 1.7 percent of the interviewees me.de no comment regarding 
the degree of understanding which far.mers need in the servicing and 
repairing of lighting equipment used on farms. 
'1'1J3LIC LXIII 
Dll:GFLCJt Oli' UHDJifl.S~:AI'JDLJG 113'.EDED BY 1!"'ARM.ERS IU 
SERVICING A.t"-O'D REPAIRING LIGHTIUG EQIJIPMEDl"'.r 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and perso:11a.l 
When and how to ge-t help 
Little or none 
£Jo co:mrrrant 
().pinions E;iwressed lw: ~ 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
90.0% 92.5% 100.o;t 
7.5 5.0 o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 








*Number interviewed: 40 ·t.eachers, 40 yoimg fax.filers, 40 adult fa1"'.!11ers 
Sel§?_g:_tir!g electric heating eguiJ,"'t'lent. 'l'he three groups of inter-
viewees were divided in the opinions expressed by them concerning the 
degree of u.ndarstanding needed by farmers in the selection of electric 
heating equipment. Table LXIV shows tb.at. of the total number interviewed 
T1\J3LE LXIV 
DEG·Rh~ OF UNDERSTANDING NE!i.:DED BY Ji:ARMEB.S IN 
SELECTING ELECTRIC I&'l'HIG EQUIFHENT 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 



















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 ym.mg .farmers, 40 adult fo..rt11ers 
a relatively small majority, 52.5 percent, expressed the opinion that 
farmers need to understand only when and how to get help in selecting 
electric heating equ:tpment. Forty :percent of the interviewees expressed 
the opinion that farmers need an extensive and personal understanding in 
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the selection of electric heating equipment, :!:md 7.5 percent of those 
interviewed made no comment regarding the degree of u:nder$tanding needed 
by farmers in selecting electric heating equipment. 
Servicing and .£§3pairing e~eotr!o he~ting equipment. A high 
proportion of each group of respondents agreed that farmers need an 
eJ..'iiensi ve and persona.1 tmderstauding in the servicing and repairing of 
electric heating equipment. Table LXV shows that 82.5 percent of the 
'rABLE LIV 
DEGREE OF trNDERST!NDIMG NEEDED BY F:Am:4ERS IN SERVICIWG 
A1ID REPAIRING ELECTRIC HEATING EQUIPMENT 
.Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Numbei" interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive a.nd 
personal understanding in the servicing and repairing of electric heat-
i11g equipment.. Only 11. 7 percent of those intarvi~wed express,ad the 
opinion that farmers need to tmderstand only when and how to get, help, 
and only 5.8 percent :made no comment regarding the degree of understand-
ing needed by farmers in the servicing and repairing of electric heating 
equipment. 
Summ.a.r:r of opinions expressed concerning the del!I'ee of understanding 
needad ~ tar.mars 1g seventeen~ electrification competencies. A 
majority of the respondents agreed that £armers need a.n extensive and 
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personal understanding in estimating the cost of electric uiring, in 
installing electric wiring, in repairing electric wiring,. in estimatinct 
electric power d~1mand, in ,estimating alectric power cost, in servicing 
electric motors, in servicing electric overload pro'l:;ect,ors, in selecting 
electric appliances, in servicing and repairing electric appliances, in 
selecting elect:r:lc ligh:l::-lng equipment, in Berv·icing and repairing light-
.. • ·t J • • • d . . ., t . . ' t· . . mg egu1pme11 , anc, in serY1.c1.ng an~ repa1.r:mg e1.ec ·,rJ.c nea ·1ng equipme111,. 
A majority of the respondents agreed that farmers need to u.r1der-
stand. only when and how to get. help in ple,nning electric wiring systems, 
in selecting eleci~ric motors, in plann.ing electric switching syst.e:ms, in 
select.ing electric overload protect.ors, and in selecting elactric heat-
ing equipment .• 
Soil and Water Management C01irpetencies 
Proper management of soil and lJater resources is necessary to 
derive the maximum net retm·n from a fa.rm.:i.ng business. To manage the 
soil and water resources on a farm requires a knowledge of certain 
competencies. Some of' these soil and water ma.nage:ment competencies 
are mechanical in nature and are ·widely recognized as constituting one 
of the five major areas in farm mechanics. 
The selected young :farmers and the selected adult farmers who were 
interviewed expressed interest. in soil and water management,. All of 
these selected interviewees reported that the conservation and efficient 
utilization of soil and water resources constitutes one of the most 
important problems which 1nust receive constant attention from the :modern 
farmer. 
The selected vocational agriculture teachers who were interviewed 
64 
expressed the general opinion that proper soil and water management is 
an important part of·modern farming. Each of these teachers reported 
that farmers had requested information that would be useful in solving 
problems relating to soil and water management. 
Tables LXVI through XCIV a.re arranged to show the opinions 
expressed by the selected interviewees concerning the degree of under-
standing needed by farmers in certain :mechanical competencies relating 
to soil and water management. 
Estimating irrigation costs. Table LXVI shows that only 8.3 percent 
TABLE LXVI 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING WEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN ESTIMATING IRRIGATION COSTS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that far.mars need an extensive 
and personal understanding in estimating irrigation costs while 72.5 
percent ex-pressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only when 
e..nd how to get help in estimating irrigation costs. Of those interviewed 
19.2 percent made no comment regarding the degree of understanding needed 
by farmers. Several of the interviewees in this latter group indicated 
that they did not wish to comment upon the degree of understanding needed 
by farmers in estimating irrigation costs because they were not familiar 
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with the problems involved in irrigation. 
Estimating water application needs. Table LXVII shows that only 
TABLE LXVII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN ESTIMATING WATER APPLICATION NEEDS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
Hhen and ho,.i to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
17.5 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
need an extensive and personal understanding in the estimation 0£ water 
application needs while 63,4 percent of those interviewed expressed the 
opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help in 
estimating water a.pplicatlon needs. Several of the interviewees included 
in the 18.3 percent who made no comment regarding the degree of under-
standing needed by farmers were observed to reside in communities where 
there was no evidence of irrigation farming. 
Planning ru1 irriga.tion well. Table LXVIII shows that only 8.3 per-
cent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in the planning of an irrigation 
well while 73.4 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that 
farmers need to understand only when and how to get help. Several of 
the interviewees included in the 18.J percent who made no comment regard-
ing the degree of understanding needed by farmers in planning an irriga-
66 
tion. well were observed to reside in communities where there was no 
evidence of irrigation farming. 
TABLE LXVIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDll.rG HEEDED BY FARl-1.Eil.S 
IN PLANNING A.a IRRIGATION WELL 
Degree of Understanding 
E:id,ensi ve and personal 
'When and how to get help 
Little or none 
Wo comment 
Opinions Exuressed by 




















*f!Uinber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Selecting irrigation pump and power~. Table LXIX shows that 
only 21.6 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
TABLE LXIX 
DEGREE OF UNDERb"TANDING IJEEDED BY FARMERS IN SELECTING 
UT IRRIGATION PUMP AND POWER UlUT 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
lifo comment 
Opinions E.g:iressed py 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
need an extensive and personal understanding of the characteristics to 
be considered in selecting an irrigation pump and power unit while 59.2 
percent of those intervieved expressed the opinion that farmers need to 
understand only when and how to get help. Several of t:he interviewees 
67 
:i.ncluded in the 19. 2 
power uuit were observed to reside :tn COITiJ..11.unities where there wa:J no 
evidence of irrigation wat,er being obtained from wells. 
'I'.A.BLE LXX 
DEGHEE OF mmEns·utm.ING NZEDED BY lAHNERS IN SERVICING 
AM IRRIGATION PUMP AMD POWER muT 
Degree of lfudersta.'1ding 
Opinions E;]mressed by Combined 
Younr• Adult Teachers* <:: Opinions ----~ . -----------·-----F..,, .. a.... rm ....... e .... r... s ... * __ J? ....a....,rm ... ,... e ... r... s ... *_- -----
Extensive and personal 
When and how t.o get help 















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young f'e.rmers, 4.0 adult farmers 
76. 7 percent of the interviewees e:cpressed the opinion that farm.er,s: need 
e.:n extensive and personal understanding in the servicing of an irrigation 
pump and power unit. Only 5 .. 8 percent of those interviE.n,red expressed the 
opinion that fam.ers need to understand only when a.nd how to get help .. 
Several of the intervieuees included in the 17.5 percent who ma.de no 
co.mm.f.mt regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in t.he 
servicing of an irrigation pump and power w..it were observed to reside 
in co:m.nnxni.ties where there was no evidence of irrigation being pro.cticed. 
Smoothing .Q!: grading land. Table LXII shows that 71.7 percent oi' 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding in smoothing or grading land. Only 10.8 Percent 
of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to under-
6B 
were 17. 5 percent of t.he intcr·11:leuees uho mc.d.e no co:mm0nt regarding the 
degree of und0rnt.a:ndinc needed by farm~,rs :'Ln smoothi.'P"lg or grading land. 
DEGREE OF tTNDE.~STANDING NEEDED BY FAmJERS 
IlJ SMGOTHING OR GRADIHG LAHD 
Dagres of Underste..nding 
Extensive and personal 
\;hen and how to get help 
















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Pl;sn..l'ling irrigat,;i.011 ~ §.J!P.temA.. Table LXXII ohows that only 8 .. 3 
percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
TABLE LXXII. 
DEGREE OF UNDE..'f{STANDING NEEDED BY F .. W..ERS 
IN PLANNING IRRIGATION DITCH SYDTEHS 
Degree of Understanding 
Ex.tensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions E..~pressed by 




















*Ntimbcr interviewed: 40 teachers, 4,0 young i'a:t"ID.ers, 40 adult far-.u1cu·s 
. 
extensive and personal understanding in planning irrigation ditch systems 
while 68.3 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that 
far.mars need to understand only when and how to get help. Several of' 
69 
t,he i:nterviewees included. in t.he 2J.4 percent 1~1l.o made no comm.ent. rega1·d-
ing th.a uag:roe at -..:u1de:cst,an<llng :;:1eod2:d by farmers in plannin.g irrigation 
J.it;ch systems were obsGrved ·to reside in crn.I4'llunities uhe:re ·t-hora was no 
evidence of flood :Lrri.ga tion being practiced. 
Tl'\BLE LXXIII 
mocm.EE or U'.llDERS'.1'1\tmING NEEDED BY :J~\HMERS HJ BUILDING 
I·LI\.INTAINING IRRIGA'l'IOH DITCHES 
Degree of tf.aderstanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get, help 






















,------·--------=-- ·---~+,..__.__ _______________ . 
*Number interviewedi ,4.0 teachers, 40 young ftu'illers, 40 adult fa.ri:r.ers 
that '70.8 percent of the interviewees e:,rpressed t.he opinion that farmers 
need an ex.tensive and porso:rntl understanding in the building and main-
taining of h"rigation dit.c:hos uh.ile only l.,.2 percent of those inte:rvieued 
expressed the opinion that farmers need to imde:cstand only uh.en how 
to get help. Seve:eal of' the interviewees includ,;;.;d in the 25.0 percent 
ths1..t lTi"l.de no coru:ment regarding the degree of understanding needed by 
fa:r·mers vere observed to reside in comm.uni tieB where there waa no evidence 
of flood irrigation being pract,iced. 
Pla..rminr; water lines. 'I'able L}JCIV shows that only L~.2 percent of 
t,he interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers nGed an extensive 
and personal understanding in plarming uater lines while 79.2 percent of 
those interviewed expressed the opinion that .farners need to understand 
'/0 
only wh0n and ho,.r to 
needed by fa:c:m.ers i!1 plannin-t;; wate:c lines were observed to resid.,s ln 
comm.unities where there uas no evide1,ce of ua:t.er lines being used to 
deliver irrigation water. 
T.t.1.BLl LXXI V 
DEGfJ'~E Oil UNJJ.illH.STANDING· Ni.::.:mtD BY :FAHNEI(,;;1 
IN PLAJ.'\"rJING WATER LIND;s 
Degree of Understanding 
EA'tensiv-e and personal 
When and hotc1 to get help 















*1Tumber interviewed; 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Insta.llin,~; water 11 :aes. ?able 1:XXV shows t.ha:!:; E:;5. 8 percent o.f t.he 
interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive DJ1d 
personal understanding in :l.:nste..11:lng wat.er lines. Only 1.7 percent. of 
'I'ABLE :LXXV 
DEGREE OF UWDERSTANDING lfEEDED BY F ARM~RS 
IH INST,.J\l.J,IrJG WATER LL\lli:8 
Degree of Understanding 
&ct.ensive cL~d personal 
}/hen and how to get help 



























*Number interviei-red: !,.D teachers, 40 youne; farmers, 40 adult .farmers 
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those interviewed expressed the opinion that i'e.rme1"'s need to understand 
only va!wn a.;..,d ho"...- to get help in tha inst,alla tion c0f wa tel"" lines used t.o 
deliver irrigation water. Several ot 'the interviewees included in the 
12.5 percent who :made no comment :regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by f'ai.""ID.ers i11. installing water lines were observed to reside in 
communities where there was no evidence of ·water lines being used in 
connection with irrigation farming. 
Maint@:i1:1-1.ng water lines. Table LXXVI shows that 90.0 percent of 
TABLE IllVI 
DEGREE OF UIIDERSTA1.'i011'JG lDDED BY FARMERS 
IN MAINTAINING WATER LIImB 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
Mo comment 






















*Nu..1J.ber interviewed: L~O teachers, L,.,O young farmers, 40 adult .f'a...""I!lers 
·the interviewees expressed the opinion tb ..at farmers need an extensi vc 
and personal understanding in maintaining 'It.rater lines. Several of the 
intervi.cwees included in the 10.0 percent that :made no comment regarding 
the degree of understanding needed by farmers in maintaining 1:.ra te.r lines 
were observed to reside in communities where there was no evidence of 
irrigatio11 water lines being used. 
Planning flood irrigation systems. Table LXXVII shows that only 
17.5 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal understanding in th0 pla.mrlng of flood 
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irrigation systems while 58.J percent of those interviei,red expressed the 
opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help. 
Several of the interviewees included .in the 24.2 percent who made no 
c,omment regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in the 
planning of flood irrigation systems were observed to reside in 
communities where there was no evidence of flood irrigation being used 
in farming operations. 
TABLE LXXVII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLANNING FLOOD IRRIGATION SYSTDlS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 



















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Building ~ maintaining flood irrigation systems. A large p.ropor-
tion of each group of respondents were in agreement concerning the degree 
of understanding needed by farmers in building and maintaining flood 
irrigation systems. Table LXXVIII shows that 80.0 percent of those 
interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding in building and maintaining flood irrigation 
systems. Several of the interviewees included in the 20.0 percent who 
ma.de no comment regarding the degree 0£ understanding needed by farmers 
were observed to reside in communities where there was no evidence of 
flood irrigation being practiced. 
TABLE LXXVIII 
DEGREE OF tJll!DERST.ANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN BUILDil~G 
AHD MAIWTAINIWG FLOOD IRRIGATION SYSfEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
hrtensi ve and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 





















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Planning sprinkleF irrigation §yste~. Table LXXIX shows that only 
2.5 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
TABLE LXXIX 
DEGREE OF Ul'IDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
PLlUmnm SPRUiKLER IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
0.0% 5.0% 2.5% 
87.5 67.5 72.5 
o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
an extensive and personal understanding in the planning of sprinkler 
irrigation systems while 75.8 percent of those interviewed expressed the 
opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help in 
solving this problem. Several of the interviewees included in the 21.7 
percent who made no conll!lent regarding the degree of understanding needed 
by farmers in the planning of sprinkler irrigation systems were observed 
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to reside in communities where there was no evidence of sprinkler 
irrigation being practiced. 
§ervicing and ~12airin_g sprinkler. ~y.i12me:q.t. Table LXXX shows that 
TABLE LXXX 
DEGREE OF UNlrt'RSTANDING N.B;EDED BY FARMERS IN SERVICING 
AND REPAIRING SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comm.ent 
Ooinions E;,mressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young £armers, 40 adult farmers 
68.3 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal understanding in the servicing and repairing 
of sprinkler irrigation equipment.. Only 10. 0 pc:n~cent of those inter-
viewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to understand only when 
and how to get help in servicing sprinkler equipment. Several of the 
interviewees included in the 21.7 percent that made no comment regarding 
the degree of understanding needed by farmers in servicing sprinkler 
equipment were observed to reside in communities where there was no 
evidence of sprinkler irrigation being practiced. 
Plann;\n,g terrace systems. Table LXX.XI shows that only 31.7 percent 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need a.u extensi.ve 
and personal understanding in the planning o.f terrace systems while 68.3 
percent of those int,erviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to 
understand only when and how to get help in planning terrace systems. 
TABLE LXXXI 
DIDREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLANNING TERRACE SYSTEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 





















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers , 40 young farmers , 40 adult farmers 
Estimating cost of terracing. Table LXXXII shows that 42. 5 percent 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
TABLE LXXXII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY il.RMERS 
IN ESTIMATING COST OF TERRACING 
QeiDJ:ons Exores~ed by 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers* 
Extensive and personal 45. 0% 35. 0% 47. 5% 
When and how to get help 55.0 65. 0 52.8 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 
No comment o.o o.o o.o 








and personal understanding in estimating the cost of terracing, and 57. 5 
percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to 
understand only when and how to get help in estimating the cost of 
terracing. 
Building and maintaining terraces . A high proportion of each group 
of respondents expressed agreement concerning the degree of understanding 
76 
needed by farmers in building and ma.intuiuing terraces. Table LXXXIII 
shows t.hat 90. 0 pe:ccont of the 1.11.tc~rvifJue0s o:r;ores£1ed the opinion that 
T1U3LE LXXXIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDii:D BY FARrtlERS 
IN BUILDHiG AND MAirn·AINHiG TERRACES 
Degree of understanding 
EA-tensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Ooinions Expressed by 
Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers* 
92.5% 97 .51h 80.0% 
7.5 2.5 20.0 
o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers~ t,.O young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
farmers need an extensive and personal 1.mderstanding in building and 
main-taining terraces while only 10.0 percent E:xpressed the opinion that 
farmers need to understand only when and how to get help in building and 
maintaining terraces. 
Planning drainage s_.ystems. Table LXXXIV shows that, only 6. 7 percent 
of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
TABLE LXXXIV 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLANNING DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions E..."qlressed bz 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
2.5% 7.5% 10.0%, 
95.0 87.5 90.0 
o.o 2.5 o.o 







*Nu.mber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
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and personal understanding in tho planning of drainage systems while 
90.8 percent of those in-t;erviowed exp;.~Gssed the opinion that £'armers 
need to understand only when and how to get h,3lp in planning drain2.ge 
systems. Only 1.7 percent of those interviewed :made no comment regard-
ing the degree of understanding needed by farm0rs in the planning of 
drainage systemso 
Buildil}.g and :mainta.ining drainaf?~ mz:.st~llh@.• Table LXXXV shows that; 
TABLE LXXXV 
DEGREE OF UNDERST ANDII~ NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
BUILDING A1W M .. 4.INTAIMIHG DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
when and how to get help 











2 t:: .'.) 
o.o 
5.8 
*Nu.mber interviewed: l+O teachers., 40 you.11.g farmers, 40 adult farmers 
91. 7 percent of the interviewees expresaed t.he opi.n.ion that i'ar.m.ers noed 
an extensive and personal understanding in the building and rma.intaining 
of drainage systemo. Only 2.5 percent of those interviewed expressed 
the opinion that farmers need to understand. only when and how to get 
hel11., and only 5.8 percent :made no comment regarding the degree of 
understanding needed by farmers in building and ma.intaining drairn.,,.ge 
systems. 
Estira.ating farm ~ond storage needs. Table LXXXVI shows that only 
9.2 percent of the respondents expressed the opinion th0.t farmers need 
an extensive and personal understanding in estL'nating farm pond storage 
78 
needs while 90. 8 percent of thane inte:C',dewed expressed the opinion that 
farrn.ers need to understand only when arid how to get help in estimating 
fa.rm pond storage needs. 
TABLE LXX.X\tI 
DEGfIBii: OF Ul'JDEHST.AIJDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN ESTIMATHJG .FARH POHD STORAGE NEEDS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 





















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 you..ng fa:r.mers, 40 e.dult faI"m.ers 
f;t,n ... 11.ning ~:r:fil ~. Table LXYJCVII shows that only 2. 5 percent of' 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that fa1"'!11ers need an. extensive 
TABLE LXXXVII 
DEGREE QI.' UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLANNHTG FARM PONDS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 














*Iimnber interviewed: l~O teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult, farmers 
and perscnal understanding in planning fa:cra ponds 1,1hile 97. 5 percent of 
those interviewed expressed "the opinio:n ·that farmers need to unde:rat;and 
only when and how to get help in planning farm ponds. 
J),Yilding pond dam~,. Tablo L1GCCVH1 shows 'e,hat only 1.7 pereerrc of' 
the i:nte1~viewees expressed tho opinion Zarme:cs need an extensive 
TABLE LlCGl:VIII 
DEGREE OF lJNDERSTAHDING Hi~[:~:rn:m DY F!)]:I.GflS 
It\f BlJILDII1JG PO·ND IJi\JlS 
Dograe of Understanding 
Ex-tensive and personal 
When and how to get help 


















*Hu1n..be1.~ interviewed: 40 tea.chars, 1..,0 young farmers, L.,O adult farrri.ers 
and personal understanding in building pond da.11s while 98.J percent of 
those interviewed expres:sed the opinion that farlT:e:cs need to und,::,r,:ri:i;;u1d 
only when and how to gGt help in building pond da1:1s. 
Maintaining pond dams and ,:rgillwa:v:s. Table LL'UJX shows that all 
of the respondents agreed that farmers need an extonsJ.v0 a.."'.ld personal 
llndr:;rstanding in maintaining pond do.ms and spllluays. 
'rABLE LXXXIX 
DEGRU:E OF mmERSTAl'IDIHG NEEDJ.l':D BY FARJ:C:IBR.'l 
DI MAINTAINING POND Dfil1S AWD SPILLWAYS 
Degree of Understanding 
Opinions Expressed by 
Young Adult, 
~~ .. I: ----------~----------------~·a,..1~m.ers""' 
Extensive a."'1.d personal 
When and how to get help 





















Malting contour maps. Table XC shows that only 2.5 percent of those 
interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
TABLE XC 
DEGREB OF UNDERSTANDING NEED3D BY FARMERS 
IN K~UTG CONTOUR :Mll.PS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
9Einions Expressed by 
7.5% 0.0% O.IYfe 
92 .. 5 95.0 97.5 
o.o o.o o.o 







*N'um.ber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
personal understanding in maldng contour ma.pa while 95. 0 percent of the 
interviewees expressed the opinion that fa..i.""mers need to understand only 
when and how to get help. Only 2.5 percent of the interviewees made no 
comment regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in 
ma.king contour maps. 
Planning contour strip syst~F.ll't• Table XCI shows that 70.8 percent 
TaBLE XCI 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTJHIJDI!JG NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLANNING Cotffl)UR STRIP SYSTJi:MS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
O,pinions Ex;pressed by 




















i~Humber interviewed: .4,0 teachers., 40 young farmers~ 40 adult farmers 
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of the interviewees expressed the opir.ion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in the planning of contour strip systems. 
Only 25.0 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that 
fa.mtors need to underctand only when and how to get. help, and only 3.4 
percent made no conrment regarding the degree of 11.11.derstanding needed by 
T1IBLE XCII 
DEGREE OF mm&RSTANDIHG NE;EDED BY FA&MEHS 
IN IHTE.RPREi'ING :AERIAL PHO'l'OGRAPHS 
R"'ttensi WJ and personal 
h11en and how to gErt hE3lp 


















*Number interviewed: 4f) teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
of the iu-terviewees exprisssed the opinion that .farmers need an extensive 
and personal vnderstancling in. interpreting aerial photographs while 52.5 
percent. of those interviewed expressed the opinion that fa:r:m.ers need to 
understand only when and how to get help. Only 1.7 percent of the 
interviGwees expressed the opinion that £'armers need 1i.ttle or no under-
standing, a..'1d only 2.5 percent of those interviewed made no co:mmer:rt re-
garding the degree of m1derstanding needed by farmers in interpreting 
aerial photographs. 
!1§asurinp ~ fi.!n.g. _galcuJatim; acreage. 'fable XCIII shows that all 
respondents agreed th,9.t farmers need ~n extensive and personal understand-
ing in measuring land and calculating acreage. 
TABLE XCIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
MEASURING LAND AND CALCULATING ACREAGE 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
'When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Ooinions ~ressed by 





















~Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Surveying land~ ~er legal description. Table XCIV shows that 
100.0 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
TABLE XCIV 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS IN 
SURVEYING LAND AS PER LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions E;pressed by 
















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
need to understand only when and how to get help in surveying land in 
accordance with legal descriptions. 
Symmar;v .2! opinions expressed concerning~ degree of understanding 
needed ]?z farmers in twenty-nine soil and water :management competencies. 
All of' the respondents a.greed that farmers need an extensive and personal 
understanding in maintaining pond dams and spillways, and in measuring 
land and calculating acreage. 
A majority of the respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in servicing an irrigation pump and power 
unit, in smoothing or grading land, in building and :maintaining 
irrigation ditches, in installing water lines, in maintaining water 
lines, in building and maintaining flood irrigation systems, in servic-
ing and repairing sprinkler equipment, in building and maintaining 
terraces, in building and maintaining drainage systems, and in planning 
contour strip systems. 
ill of the respondents agreed that f'armers need to unders·tand only 
when and how to get help in surveying land as per legal descriptions. 
A majority of the respondents agreed that farmers need to understand 
only when and how to get help in estimating irrigation costs, in estimat-
ing water application needs, in planning an irrigation wall, in selecting 
an irrigation pump and power unit, in planning irrigation ditch systems, 
in planning water lines, in planning flood irrigation systems, in 
planning sprinkler irrigation systeiilS, in planning terrace systems, in 
estimating cost of terracing, in planning drainage systems, in estiw0ting 
farm pond storage needs, in planning farm ponds, in building pond dams, 
in making contour maps, and in interpreting aerial photographs. 
Farm Shop Competencies 
Some kind of farm shop was observed on the farms of all of the 
young farmers and on all of the farms of the adult farmers. These shops 
were equipped with hand tools and, with only one exception, power tools. 
The number of power tools reported per shop ranged from zero to nine 
with a mean of' four. Electric welders, which were considered to be 
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power tools, were found in fifty-three of the eighty shops located on 
farms operated by the selected young .f'arr..i1ers and selected adult farmers. 
Twenty-three of the young farmers and twenty-six of the adult farmers 
reported 01-ming and using oxygen-acetylene equipmente Several of those 
who did not oi-m welding equipment indicated that they thought a welder 
would be a vise investment if they only knew how to weld. 
There was a farm shop located in each of the schools where the 
s~lected ·teachers taught vocational agriculture. All of these shops 
were equipped with hand tools and power tools. Each of these teachers 
taught farm shop as a part of vocational agriculture. Each teacher 
interviewed reported that farmers were interested in attending classes 
·in welding and other farm shop work. 
Tables XCV through CXV a.re arranged to show the opinions expressed 
by the selected interviewees concerning the degree of understanding 
needed by farmers in certain farm shop competencies. 
Planning farm~ facilities. Table XCV shows that 89.2 percent 
of the interviewees eXpressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
'I:ABLE XCV 
DEGREE Olt"' UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN PLAN!fING FARI-1 SHOP ~""'ACILITIES 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
W11en and how to get help 
Little Qr none 
No comment 
Opi,nions mressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
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and personal understanding in the planning of farm shop facilities. 
Only 10.8 percent of those interviewed e:i<.:p:ressed the opinion that fa..'r"ID.ers 
need to 1.1..n.derstand only when and how to get help in planning farm shop 
.facilities. 
Selecting 12.ower tools~ Table XCVI fcJhows that 100$0 percent of the 
TJ1.BLE XCVI 
DEG.REE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SELEC'l'ING POWER TOOLS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
tittle or none 
No comment 






















*iiJumber interviewed: 40 teachers, L.,,O young fa:i::rners, 4.0 adult. fs.T.m.ers 
interviei-1ees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding in selecting power tools for the farm shop. 
Using power tools. Table XCVII shows that all oi' the respondents 
TABLE XCVII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTAI!DirJG NEEDED BY F11RMER$ 
IN USING .POWER TOOLS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
!io comment 
Qpinions Expressed b:£: ~ 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
100.(JJ, 100.0% 100.0% 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o .. o o.o 







*Ifumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
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agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal understanding in 
using power tools . 
Selecting~ tools. Table XCVIII shows tha~ 100.0 percent of the 
TABLE XCVIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDI NG NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SELECTING HAND TOOLS 
Q.\21n1s:m~ Exo~~sed QX 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers* 
Extensive and personal 100.0% 100.0% 100.0'I, 
When and how to get help o.o o.o o.o 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding in selecting hand tools. 
Using~ tools. Table XCIX shows that all of the respondents 
TABLE XCIX 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN USING HAND TOOLS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*?lumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young f armers, 40 adult farmers 
agreed that farmers need an extensive and ersonal understanding in the 
use of hand tools in farm shopwork. 
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Conditioning tools. Table C shows that 100.0 percent of the 
interviewees expressed the opinion.that farmers need an extensive and 
TABLE C 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN CONDITIONING TOOLS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Qpinions Exgressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
personal understanding in the conditioning of tools., 
j.nnealing and tempering metal. Table CI shows that 82.5 percent of 
TABLE CI 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FABMERS 
IN ANNEALING AND TEMPERING METAL 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Q2inions :§ixpresped by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young .farmers, 40 adult .farmers 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in annealing and tempering metal while only 
12.5 percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers 
need to understand only when and how· to get help in annealing and 
tempering metal. Only 5.0 percent or those interviewed made no comment 
regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in annealing and 
tempering metal •. 
Using electric a.re equipment. Table CII shows that 90.0 percent of 
TABLE CII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN USING ELECTRIC ARC EQUIPMENI' 
Degree of U-.adersta.nding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions EJtwesseg by 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
100.0% 

















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in using electric arc equipment. (}cly 7. 5 
percent of those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to 
understand only when and how to get help, and only 2.5 percent of the 
interviewees made no eo:mment regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by farmers in using electric a.re equipment. 
Using oxygen-acetylene equipment. Table CIII shows that 86. 7 
percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that £armers need an 
extensive and personal understanding in the use of oxygen-acetylene 
equipment. Only 6.7 percent. of those interviewed expressed the opinion 
that farmers need to understand only when and how to get help, and only 
6. 6 percent of the int,erviewees made no comment regarding the degree or 
understanding needed by far.mers in using oxygen-acetylene equipment. 
TABLE CIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTAUDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN USING OXYGEN-ACETYLENE EQUIPMENT 
Degree of Unders·tanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Litt.le or none 
No comment 
Qpinions Expressed by 


















o .. o 
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*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Cutting and threading ~. Table CIV show·s that 92.5 percent of 
the interviewees ex:pressed the opinion that farmers need an extensive 
TABLE CIV 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN CU!TING AND THREADING PIPE 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No co:rmnent 
Opinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 yomig farmers, 40 adult farmers 
and personal understanding in cutting and threading pipe. Only 4.1 
percent of ·those interviewed expressed the opinion that farmers need to 
understand only when and how to get help, and only 1.7 percent expressed 
the opinion that farmers need little or no understanding in cutting and 
threading pipe. Only 1.7 percent of those interviewed made no comment 
regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in cutting and 
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threading pipe. 
Cutt1.n,£_ !lli!. ,threadin'?' bolts. '1.'able CV shows that 90.0 percent of 
TABLE CV 
DEGREE OJ.i' UNDERSTANDING lfEED't:D BY FABHERS 
IN CUf1'UTG A.MD THREADING BOLTS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how t.o get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Qpinions Ex-pressed by • 
Young Adult Teachers* Fs.rmersi~ Fal'.'J11..crsn· 
90.0% 87.5% 92-5% 
7.5 10.0 2.5 
o.o 2~5 2.5 







*lifwnb0r interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
the interiTiawees expressed the opinion that. fa.r.i.1ers need an 0xteri.sive 
and personal understanding in cutting and threading bolts while only 6.6 
percent of those interviewed. expressed the opinion that farmers need to 
understand only when and how to get help in cutting and threading bolts. 
Only 1 .. 7 percent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
need little or no understanding, and only 1.7 percent of those inter-
viewed made no comment regarding the degree of understanding needed by 
farm.era in cutting and threading bolts. 
Using Mils and screws. Nails and screws have been used f'or ma."l.Y 
years in the construction and repair of many things used on the farm~ 
Table CVI shows that 100.0 percent of the interviewees expressed the 
opinion that far.mers need to have an extensive and personal under-
standing in the use or nails and screws in the construction and repair 
of" things used on the farm.. 
TABLE CVI 
DEGREE OF filIDERSTANDING NEEDED BI F.ABMERS 
IN USil!G NAILS AND SCREWS 
QJ;iinion.El Ex~resried b;,t 
Degree of Understanding Teachers* Young Adult 
Fru:·n1e:i.· s if Fru.""lllers* 
.Extensive and personal 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
When and how to get help o~o o.o o.o 
Little or none o.o o.o o.o 








~fWumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 yomg farma.rs, 40 adu]:t fe.rmers 
Ue}ing holts, keys, ~ pins~ Table CVII shows that 100.0 percent 
of the interviewees e~ressed the opinion that farm.ors need an exliensi vs 
TABLE CVII 
DEGREE OF UHDERS'i'AFfDIHG NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN" USING BOLTS, KEYS, AND PINS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 






















*Itumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young .farmers, 40 adult farmers 
and personal understanding in the use of bolts, keys, ru:1d pins .• 
§electing_ nower transmission g_elts. Belts are used to transmit 
power to machineFf &.~d equipment used in many different kinds .of Zarming 
operations. Table CVIII shows that all of the respondents agreed that 
farmers need an extensive and personal understanding in the selection 
of power transmission belts. 
TABLE CVIII 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN SELECTING POWER TRAMSMISSIOii! BELTS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Opinions Expressed by 





















*Number interviewd: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
Repairing power tranAA4ssion belts. Table CIX shows that 65. 8 per-
cent of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need an 
TABL& CIX 
DEGREE OF UNDERSI'ANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN REPAIRING POWER TRAMSMISSION BELTS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
Qpinions Expressed by 




















*Iiiumber interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young £'armers, 40 adult farmers 
extensive and personal understanding in the repairing of power 
transmission belts while 21.7 percent of those interviewed expressed 
the opinion that farmers need to understand only when and how to get 
help in repairing power transmission belts. Several .of the interviewees 
included in the 10.8 percent who expressed the opinion that £armers need 
little or no understanding in repairing power transmission belts remarked 
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that a. fa.rme.r should usually obtain a new belt rather than try to repair 
an old belt. Only 1. 7 percent of those interviewed ma.de no comment 
regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in repairing 
power transmission belts. 
Making rope. Table CI shows that only 5 .8 percent of the inter-
TABLE ex 
DEGREE OF UNDERS'l'ANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IM MAKING•ROP.E 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or none 
No comment 
QQinions Expressed by 




















*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers j 40 adult farmers 
viewees e:xpress·ed the opinion that farmers need an extensive and personal 
understanding in :ma.king rope while 87.5 percent of those interviewed 
ex.pressed the opinion that .farmers need little or no personal under-
standing in malting rope. Only 6.7 percent of the interviewees made no 
comment regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in 
:making rope. 
Splicing ropew Table CXI shows that 9J.3 percent of the inter-
viewees expressed the opini.on that farmers need an extensive and personal 
understanding in splicing rope. Only 4.2 percent of those interviewed 
ex.pressed the opinion that farmers need little or no personal under-
standing of how to splice rope, and only 2.5 percent of the interviewees 
made no comm.ant regarding the degree of understanding needed by .farmers 
in splicing rope. 
TABLE CXI 
DEGREE OF UNDERSrAimING MEEDED BY li1iRMERS 
IN SPLICING ROPE 
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Degree of Understandines 
0Ri!P-QJ:J..,s Exnre§sed by Combined 
Young Adult Teachers* Opinions ____________________ _....,,F""'a""rrn=e""r""'s'-1f ___ Farmers,_* ___ _ 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 


















*Humbsr interviewed: ,4.0 teachers, ,4.0 young far1ners ~ 40 adult f a:r.-mers 
Repairing harness. Table CXII shows that only 0.8 percent the 
intervieWEl3S expressed the opit1ion that farmers need to understand when 
TABLE CXII 
DEGPJf.E OF UNDERSTMJDUJG WBEDED BY FARHERS 
IM IU."'PA IRING Hl'.rnlIESS 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensi-ve and personal 
·when and hou, to get help 
Little or none 
No comiuent 
Opinions Exnressed by 
Teachers* Young Adult Farmers* Farmers! 
o.c:% 0.0% 0.0% 
o.o o.o 2¢5 
100.0 97.5 95.0 







*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmers, 40 adult farmers 
ar1d how to get help in repairing harness while 97. 5 percent of those 
interviewed erpressed the opinion that farmers need litt.le or no 
personal understandi.ttg in repairing harness • Only 1. 7 percent of the 
interviewees :made no comment regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by farmers in repairing harnesso 
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Soldering. Table CXIII shows that 99.2 percent of the interviewees 
expressed the opinion that farmers need a.n extensive and personal under-
Tll.BLE CXIII 
DEGREE OF mmERSrANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
UJ SOLDERING 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-~=-- --
Opinions Expressed byM 
Degree of Understa.11ding 
EA-tensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
















*Humber :i..nte:t""liewed: 40 teachers, 40 young farmer:3, 40 adult fcu"'lners 
stru1ding in soldering while only 0.8 percent of those interviewed r.!'.!.ade 
no comment regarding the degree of' understanding needed by farrilers in 
soldering. 
Painting. Table CII'\T shows that lCO. O percent of the frrte.rviewees 
expressed the opinion that farrners need an extensive and personal 
T.ABLE CXIV 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NF..EDED BY FARMERS 
IN PllIN'I'ING 
Degree of Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 




Ff:tl''mers* Farmers* Teachers* 
100.0% 100.0% lOO.G% 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 0.0 o.o 







*Number interviewed: 1 .. 0 teachers, L}O young far.mers, 40 adult farmers 
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understanding in painting. 
Using!! framing sgua.r_£. Table CXV shows that 100.0 percent of the 
TABLE CXV 
DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING NEEDED BY FARMERS 
IN USIWG A FP'11Jinra SQUAP.E 
Degree o:f Understanding 
Extensive and personal 
When and how to get help 
Little or n:one 
No comm0n-~ 
Opinions E.::cprcssed bv 
Teachers* Young Adult 
Farmers* Farmers* 
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
o~o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 




'.J .. O 
o.o 
o.o 
*Number interviewed: 40 teachers, L~O young farm.ers, 40 adult farmers 
interviewees expressed the opinion that :farm.ers need an extensive and 
personal understanding in the use of a framing square. 
Sum:mary ~ QQ,,inions e192ressed ru>ncerning the dee'.,ntE! of understanding 
needed J2l:. farmers in twenty-one farm. .shou competencies. All of the 
respondents agreed that farmers need an extensive and personal under-
standing in selecting power tools; in using pO'ller tools; in selecting 
r..and tools; in using hand tools; in conditioning tools; in using nails 
and screws; in using bolts, keys, and pins; in selecting power trans-
mission belts; in painting; and in using a framing square. 
A majority of the rsspondents agreed that farmers need an extensive 
and personal understanding in planning farm shop facilities; in annealing 
and tempering metal; in using electric arc eqLlipment; in cutting and 
threading pipe; in cutting and threading bolts; in repairing power 
trans:missi.on belts; in ~plicing rope; and in soldering. 
A majority of the respondents agreed that farmers need littl© or no 
personal understanding in repairing harness and in making rope. 
C}IAPTER III 
In this chapter is pres0nt.ed a suuK.aury of the study and of the 
findings, conclusio11s basad u:pon the findings, and recommendations 
Tela:t.:.ing ·t,o futura research needed in the field of farm mechanics. 
Summary 
Each of the five distric·t supervisors of vocational agriculture in 
Oklahom.a. identified Gight vocational agriculture teachers who had 
developed better than average t,otal progi~ar.'l.s of voca·i.;ional education 
in agriculture and who had in operation bet.ter than average educational 
programs in farm mechanics. Each oi' those forty selected vocational 
agriculture teacho1.~::; nuraod one young farmer who was not more than 
thirty-f om" years old on January 1, 1955 j who had developed a better 
than average farming program for the co1rlll1unit.y in which he resided, a.nd 
who obtained at least eighty percent of his family income from the sale 
of :.si.gricuJ:tu:ral products gro1m on the farm he operated. Each selected 
teacher also named one adult farm.er who was more than thirty-£ om· years 
old on January 1, 1955, who had developed a better than average farming 
program for the community in which he resided, and who obtained at lea.st 
eighty percent of his family income from the sale of agricultural 
products gro1-m on the farm he operated. 
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In interviews, conducted in accordance with the prepared interview 
schedules shown in Appendix A, with the forty selected vocational 
agriculture teachers, with the forty selected young farmers, and with 
the forty selected adult farmers an attempt was made to secure opinions 
regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers in certain 
mechanical competencies . A summary of the opinions expressed by these 
interviewees follows. 
Farm power and machinery competencies. The interviewees were asked 
to express opinions regarding the degree of understanding needed by 
farmers in twenty mechanical competencies relating to farm power and 
machinery. All of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers 
need an extensive and personal understanding in the following mechanical 
competencies: 
1. Selecting farm tractors. 
2. Lubricating engines and farm machinery. 
3. Selecting farm machinery. 
4. Servicing and repairing farm machinery. 
A majority of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal understanding in the following mechanical 
competencies: 
1 . Selecting farm trucks. 
2. Selecting stationary engines. 
J. Servicing engine fuel systems. 
4. Servicing engine ignition systems. 
5. Servicing engine cooling systems. 
6. Replacing and adjusting clutches. 
7. Repairing and adjusting brakes. 
8. Servicing transmissions. 
9. Servicing final drives. 
A majority of the interviewees expresaed the opinion that farmers need 
to understand only when and how to get help in the following mechanical 
competencies: 
1. Converting engines to use butane, propane, or natural gas. 
2. Re boring an engine block. 1 
J. Replacing engine sleeves .. 
4. Replacing engine pistons and rings. 
;. Grinding engine valves. 
6. Adjusting engine valves. 
7. Adjusting crankshaft bearings. 
~. buildings and conveniences competencies. The interviewees 
were asked to express opinions regarding the degree of understanding 
needed by fe.rm.ers in twenty-eight mechanical competencies relating to 
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farm. buildings and conveniences. All of tha interviewees expressed the 
opinion that i'ax'filers need an extensive and personal understanding in the 
folloving mechanical competencies: 
1. Building with concrete. 
2. Building with lumber. 
J. Building with metal. 
4. Repairing farm buildings. 
5. Planning liv·estock and poultry equipment. 
6. Building livestock and poultry equipment. 
7. Repairing livestock and poultry equipment. 
8. Planning fence arrangements. 
9. Repairing fences. 
A mt1.jority of the interviewees expressed the opinion that .farmers need 
an extensive a.,.'1d personal undGrstanding in the following mechanical 
co:nrpetencies: 
1. It!ak:ing sketc·hes to ncale ~ 
2. Planning far:m. buildings. 
3. Estimating building costG. 
4. Building with pre-fabricated :materials. 
5. Building fences. 
6. Planning sewage disposal systems. 
7. Installing sewage disposal systems. 
8. SeTll'icing sewage disposal systems. 
9. Plan..'1ing :farm water systems~ 
10. Installing farm. water system plumbing. 
11. Servicing and repairing farm water systems. 
12. Selecting water pump, motor, and pressure tank. 
13. Installing water pump, motor, and pressure tank .. 
14. Servicing water pump, motor, and pressure tank. 
15. Filtering and treating water. 
16. Servicing and repairing heating systems. 
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A majority of 'the interviewees expressed the opinion that .farmers need 
to understand only uhen and how to get help in the following mechanical 
competencies: 
1. Planning heating systems fo:r f&...-.m buildings. 
2. Installing heating equipment. 
A majority of the inter~.riewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
little or no understanding in the following mechanical competency: 
1. Making engineering drawings. 
Farm electrification competencies. The interviewees were asked to 
express opinions regarding the degree of understanding needed by farmers. 
in seventeen mechanical competencios relating to farm electrification. 
A majority of the intervie,mes expressed the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal understanding in the following mechanical 
competencies: 
1. Estimating cost of electric wiring. 
2. Install:"mg elect:ric wiring. 
3. Repairing electric wiring. 
4. Estimating electric power demand. 
5. Estimating electric power cost. · 
6. Servicing 0lect.ric motors. 
7. Servicing electric overload protectors. 
8. Selecting electric appliances. 
9. Servicing and repairing electric appliances. 
10. Sel~cting electric lighting equipmeut. 
11. Servicing and repairing lighting equipment. 
12. Servicing and 1"epairing electric heating equipment. 
A majority of tho intervieuees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
to understand only when 8.nd how to get help in the f'ollowing mechanical 
competenciesg 
1. Planning electric wiring systems. 
2. Selecting electric motors. 
3. Planning electric switching oystems. 
4. Selecting electric overload protectors. 
5. Selecting electric heating equipment. 
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Soil and water management competencies. The interviewees were 
asked to express opinions regarding the degree of understanding needed 
by farmers in twenty-nine mechanical competencies relating to soil and 
water :management. All of the int.ervie1.,iees eJcpresse<l the opinion that 
farmers need an extensive and personal understanding i:n the following 
mechanical competencies: 
l. Maintaining pond dams and spillways. 
2. Measuring land and calculating acreage. 
A majority of the interviewees expressed·the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal 1mderstanding in the following mechanical 
competencies: 
1. Servicing irrigation pump a.nd power unit. 
2. b'moothing or grading land. 
J. Building and maintaining irrigation ditches. 
4. Inst;;Llling trG.:Ler linen • 
5. Maintaining wate1· lines. 
6. Building and mo.i:ntainiug flood irrigation s;ystem:::;. 
7. Servicing and repairing sprinkler equipment. 
8. Buildir1g a..nd rr.ta.irrt.ai:ni11g te:r:.~acos °' 
9. Building and :maintaining drainage systems. 
10. Planning cont..oui~ st,:dp systems. 
All o:f the interviewees e.xpressod the opinion th/:rt :f"az,mer0s need to 
understand only when a.nd how to get, help in the following mechanical 
competency: 
1. Surveying land as per legal description. 
A majority of' the interviewees expres.3ed t,he opinion th:::rt fm.-·me:rs need 
to understand only when and how to get, help in tihe following mechanical 
competencies: 
1. Estimating irrigation costs. 
2. EstiTI1.E1t,iag water application needs. 
J. Planning an irrigation well. 
4. Selecting an irrigation pump and power unit. 
5. Planning irrigation ditch sy1.:rce1as. 
6. Planning water lines. 
7. Planning flood irrigation systems. 
8. Planning sprinkler irrigation syotems. 
9. Planning terrace systems. 
10. Estimating cost of terracing. 
11. Planning drainage systems. 
12. Estimating farm pond storage needs. 
13. Planning farm ponds. 
l4. Building pond do.ms. 
15. ?A..aki:ng contour m..-2.ps. 
16. Interpreting aerio..l photogrc.phs. 
~ shop competencies. The interviewees were asked to express 
opinions regarding the degree o.f understanding needed by farmers in 
twenty-one mecha.nics.1 competencies relating to fa.rm shop work. All 
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of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need a.r1 extensive 
and personal understanding in the following mechanical competencies: 
1. Selecting power tools. 
2. Using power ·tools. 
3. Selecting hand tools. 
11•• Uslng hand tools. 
5. Conditioning tools~ 
6. Using nails · and scrmrs. 
7. Using bolt;s, keys, and pins4 
8. Selecting power tx-a:nsr!l.ission belts. 
9. f'ainting. · 
10. Using a framing square. 
A majority of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
an extensive and personal. understanding in the following niechani.cal 
competencies.: 
1. Planning farm shop facilities. 
2. Annealing and tempering metal. 
J. Using electric arc equipment. 
4. Using oxygen-a.cet,ylene equipment. 
5. Cutting and threading pipe. 
6. Cuttine and ·threading bolts. 
7. Repairing pouer transmission belts. 
S. Splicing rope. 
9. Soldering. 
A majority of the interviewees expressed the opinion that farmers need 
little or no personal understanding in the following competencies: 
1. Repairing harness. 
2. Iv.laking rope .. 
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Canel U.'::lions 
The question that has been considered int.his thesis is, ttWha.t are 
the mechanical competencies needed by vocational agriculture teachers?" 
To help answer this question forty vocational agriculture teachers, 
forty young farmers, and fort,y adult !'armers were asked to express 
opinions concerning the degree of understanding needed by farmers in 
one-hundred-fifteen mechanical competencies. The previous sUil!Dl?..ry of 
the opinions expressed by these selected i.nterviewees shows that farmers 
need some degree or understanding in one-htmdred--twelve of these 
mechanical competencies. In eighty-one of these mechanical competencies 
a majority of the interviewees agreed that farmers need an extensive and 
personal understanding. A majority of the respondents agreed that 
farmers need to understand only when and how to get help in thirty-one 
0£ these mechanical competencies. 
In the training of fa.rm.era and prospective farmers instruction 
should bo provided t,hat will enable them to acquire the degree of 
understanding which is needed in each of these mechanical competencies. 
Vocational agriculture teachers are responsible for providing such 
instruction in fa.rm mechanics as a part of the total program of 
vocational education in agriculture. One may conclude, therefore 11 that 
vocational agriculture teachers must possess sufficient understanding 
in each of these one-hundred-twelve mechanical competencies to be able 
to provide training in educational programs implemented by them that 
will enable .far1n.0rs and prospective f1.:i.rxn0rs to acquire the degree of 
understanding needed in each .of these competencies .• 
Those who are concerned \vith teacher education in vocational 
agriculture should provide in the technical training courses offered 
for vocational agriculture teachers instruction the.t .will enable them 
to acquire the degree of undarata.nding which they should possess in each 
of the one-hundred-twelve mechanical competencies that have been 
identified as being needed by them. 
Recommendations 
In addition to acquiring the degree.of understanding needed in the 
one-hundred-twelve rnechanica.1,competencies identi.fied in this thesis as 
being needed by itocational agricultura teachers there may ba other-
m0chanical competenoios in which vocatione.l agriculture teachers need 
some degree of understanding•· There is a need for ad.di tional research 
to ascertain the degree of understanding needed in farm mecha..~ics 
competencies which may have been omitted fro:m this thesis, 
To implement ef.fective educational programs in vocational agricul-
ture uhich include adequate instruction in farm mechanics there are 
evidently certain facilities which should be provided for the teaching 
of farm mechanics. Buildings 11hieh house vocational agriculture depart-
ments should be designed to provide adequate space for the storage and 
use of equipment used in farm mechanico instruction. Safety features 
should be given special consideration in the design of such buildings. 
Buildings which are too small or which are improperly designed may 
create safety hazards while those that are too large may be too expensive. 
There is need for research to ascertain the optil!lum facilities needed for 
voco,tional education in agricul tu.re which includes the teachir...g of farm 
Tho.teaching of farm mochs..nies as a part of' the tot:aJ. educational 
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program in vocational agriculture requires the use of certain :methods in 
teaching which are appropriate for use in teaching mechanical skills, 
abilities, a.'lld understandings to high school students, young farmers, 
and adult farmers. Addi tio:nal research dealing ·with teaching methods in 
farm mechanics is needed. 
There are certain mechanical coi:irpetencies which may be more 
appropriately taught to dii"f'eront age groups. Certain competencies 
involving the use of hand tools should be taught to the younger high 
school students while cert'.tln eompeteneies involving the use of power 
machinery and equipment should be taught to high school ju...rdors and 
seniors. If" the practices taught in fa.r.m m.echa11ics classes are to be 
used on the farms soon after being taught there are certain meehanical 
competencies relating to farm. buildings and eonveniences as uell as -1:.o 
other areas in farm :mechanics uhich should oo taught to young farmers 
and adult farmers. Research is needed to ascertain the mechanical 
competencies that.may be appropriately included in the instructional 
programs for each age group of students enrolled in vocational agricul-
ture in high school and in classes of young farmers and in classes o.r 
adult farmers. 
The plu:nning of effective educational programs in agriculture which 
are adapted to the needs of farmers requires that attention b0 given to 
the practices which are being used by successful farmers. To plan 
adequa.te instructional programs in farm. mechanics involves ascertaining 
the farm mechanics practices which are being used by successful farmers. 
Opinions expressed by successful farmers and successful teachers concern-
ing the degree of understanding needed by farmers in certain mechanical 
competencies were presented in this thesis, but no attempt "Was made to 
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ascertain the f'an11 mechanics practices which are act;ually being used by 
successful farmers. To supplement the information presented in this 
thesis research is needed to ascertain the farm mecJ:1a.nics practices 
being used by successf'ul farmers. To assist with the planning o.f pre-
service courses and of in-service courses for vocational agriculture 
teachers there is a need for research to ascertain the farm raechanics 
competencies which are being included by success.ful vocational agri-
culture teachers in instructional programs conducted by them for high, 
school students, young far.!llGrs, and adult farmers. 
The time that is devoted to the teaching of farm mechanics varies 
considerably from one com.nnmity to another. There has been no recent 
research reported in Oklahoma which deals specifically with the time 
that should be devoted each year to the teaching of f&:n1 mechanics to 
high school students, to young farmers, and to adult farmers. Research 
in this area is needed. 
One may aver that farm mechanics instruction is a vital part of the 
total vocational education program in agriculture. To develop 
instructional programs in farm mechanics which will. help prepare students 
to become successful farmers research is needed to ascertain (1) the 
degree of understanding needed hy farmers in fa.rm mechanics competencies 
which may have been omitted from this thesis, (2) the facilities that 
are necessary for developing and carryL"'lg out effectiye educational 
progra .. ms in farm. :mecharlics, (.3) the methods tha.t, should be used in 
teaching farm mechanics skills, abilities, and understandings, (L:-) the 
age groups to which certain farm mechtm:i.cs competencies should be 
taught, (5) the farm mechanics practices being used by successful 
farmers, (6) the farm. mechanics competencies being taught by successful 
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vocational agriculture teachers, and (7) the amount of time tl1at should 
be devoted to the teaching of f.arm.machanics to high school students, 
to young farmers, and to adult farmers. 
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I'laiiW of interviewee ----~~----------~~--~-------------------------
Age Ja.:nuacy 1, 1955 ___ _ Years farming ____ , teaching, ____ _ 
Acr-ss ouned ____ , rented ___ _ rype farming~~------~~--~~-· 
De.te interview scheduled.._~~--~--~-' hour~~~~, place~--~--~-
Date interview held._ __________ , t.i.t.ile .required ________ _ 
Remarks,~--~-------------------------------------------~------
GODE )!'OR ¥iAR.KING INTERVIEW SCH3DULES 
~ Degree of Un.derstandinr,; Weeded ]2Z Fs.rm.ers 
l Farmers need an extensive and personal understanding in this 
competency. 
2 Farmers need to understand only ivhm1 and how to get help in this 
competency. 
3 Farmers need little or no personal understanding in this 
competency. 
4 N'o comment, made regarding the degree of understanding needed by 
farmers in this com.patency. 
APPE11'DIX A 
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1. Selecting fa.rm trucks. 
2. Selecting far:m. ·tr"aCtvora ~ 
3, Selecting stationary engines. 
4. Lubricating engines and fa..rm :machinery. 
5. Converting ongine8 to use butane, propane, or natural gas. 
6. Servicing engine fuel syste!llEJ. 
7. Reboring an engine block. 
8. Replacing engine sleeves. 
9. Replacing engine pistons and rings. 
10. Grinding engine valves. 
11. Adjusting engine valvei:1. 
12. Adjusting cranl:::shaft bearings. 
13. IJ0rvicing engine ig,·ni tion systems. 
14. Servicing engine cooling systems. 
15. Replacing and adjusting clut,ehes. 
16. Repairing and adjusting brakes. 
17. Servicing 'transmissions. 
18. Servicing final drives. 
19. Selecting farm 1a~chinery. 
20. Servicing and repairing farrrJ. m9.chinEH'"J. 
21. 
l. Making engineering drawings. 
2. Making sketches to scale. 
J. Planning farm bu.ildings. 
l,. EstitTh:'1.ting building costc" 
5. Building wii;h concrete. 
6. Building with l ttmher, 
7. Building with pre-fabricated materials. 
8. Building with metal. 
9. Repairing fa.rm buildings. 
10. Planning livestock and poultry equipment. 
11. Building livestock and poultry equipment. 
12. Reps.iring lii,estock 1:u1d poultry equipment. 
continued on :next page 
APPE'JW!X A 
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Name of.' interviewee. _____ . --·--------· 
Farm Buildings ~ C2,nvenie:u,_ce§_ Competencies: continued 
lJ. Ple..nning :rence arrangcmen.ts. 
14. Building fences • 
. 15. Repairing .fences. 
16. Planning sewage disposal systems .• 
17. Installing sewage disposal systew..s. 
18. Servicing sewage disposal sys·tems. 
19. Planning fa.rm water systems. 
20. Installing far1n water system plumbing. 
21. Servicing and repairing farm water systems. 
22. Selecting water pump., motor, and pressure tank. 
23. Installing water ;;ump, motor 9 and pressm"'e tank. 
24. Servicing water pump, motor,, and pressure tank. 
25. ll'iltering and treating water. 
26. Planning heating eystc:mo for far-.m buildings. 
27. Installing heating equipment. 
28. Servicing and repa.irix1g heating equipoont. 
29 • 
.30~ 
~ Electrification .Q.9 • .ID12§ltencips 
1. Planning electric 1-riring systems. 
2. Estimating cost of electric wiring. 
3. Installing electrio wiringo 
/ 1•• Repairing electric wiring •. 
5. Estimating electric power demand. 
6. Est,irn.a:ting electric pouer cost. 
7. Selecting electric motors. 
8. Servicing electric motors. 
9. Planning electric switching systems., 
10. Selecting eJ.ec-i;ric overload protectors. 
11. Servicing electric overload protectors. 
12. Selecting electric appliances. 
13. Repairing electric appliances. 
14. Selecting electric lighting equipment. 
15. Servicing and repalring li.ghting equipment. 
continued on next page 
APPENDIX A 
Jr...aJY.! Electrification Competencies: continued 
16. Selecting electric heating equipment. 



























Soil and li/a.ter Management .Qompetencies 
Estirnating irrigation costs. 
Estimating water application needs. 
Planning an irrigation well. 
Selecting an irrigation pump and power unit. 
Servicing an irrigation pump and power unit. 
Smoothing or grading land. 
Planning irrigation ditch systems. 
14aintaining irrigation ditches. 
Planning water lines. 
Installing water lines-. 
Maintaining water lines. 
Planning flood irrigation systems. 
Maintaining flood irrigation systems. 
PlrulITing sprinkler irrigation systems. 
Servicing and repairing sprinkler equipment. 
Planning terrace systems. 
Estimating cost of terracing. 
Building and maintaining terraces. 
Planning drainage systems. 
Building and :maintaining drainage systems. 
Estlll1'9.ting fa.rm pond storage needs. 
Planning farm ponds. 
Building pond dams. 
Ma.intaining pond dams and spillways. 
Making contour maps. 
Planning contour strip systems. 
Interpreting aerial photographs. 
Measuring land and calculating acreage. 
Surveying land as per legal description. 
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APPEI:JDIX A 
Code mm ~ Qompetencies 
1. Pla..~ning farm shop facilities. 
2. Selecting power tools. 
3. Using power tools. 
4. Selecting hand tools. 
5. Using hand tools. 
6. Conditioning tools. 
7. Annealing and tempering metal. 
8. Using electric arc equipment • 
9. Using oxygen-acetylene equipment. 
10. Cutting and threading pipe. 
11. Cutting and threading bolts. 
12. Using nails and screws. 
13. Using bolts, keys, a.nd pins. 
14. Selecting power transmission belts. 
15. Repairing power transmission belts. 
16. Ma.king rope. 
17. Splicing rope. 
18. Repairing harness. 
19. Soldering. 
20. Painting. 








(indicate area of farm mechanics) 
Cocle Roapor1ses 
Competency l 2 4 Total 
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*Number must correspond to number shown on interview schedule form. 
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